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Today weatherman 
AL ROKER could 

double for a  
member of  

Devo with his  
new wave  
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Have a tip or complaint? 
Write to:

Globeeditor@amilink.com

INSIDE C E L E B R I T Y  N E W S

M
E-OUCH! The claws 
are out at the White 
House! 

A raging catfight 
has erupted between Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s current 
wife and first lady, Melania, 
and his first missus — Ivana!

The fiery feud was triggered 
by Ivana — who was GLOBE’s 
advice columnist for more 
than a decade — as she went 
on a round of TV appearances 
to promote her memoir, Rais-
ing Trump.

The 68-year-old lit the fire 
by boasting she has a “direct 
number” to the White House, 
regularly talks with her ex and 
is the real “first lady.”

“I don’t really want to call 

him there because Melania is 
there,” says the mom of The 
Donald’s grown kids — Don-
nie Jr., Eric and Ivanka.

“I don’t want to cause any 
kind of jealousy or something 
like that, because I’m basically 
first Trump wife. OK. I’m first 
lady.”

When Melania, 47, mom of 
Trump’s youngest child, Bar-
ron, 11, heard the dig, she im-
mediately pounced. Melania 
branded Ivana as “attention-

seeking and self-serving noise.”
Her communications direc-

tor, Stephanie Grisham, add-
ed to the catty clash, stressing 
Melania is America’s real first 
lady.

“Mrs. Trump has made a 
home for Barron and the pres-
ident,” Stephanie says. “She 
loves living in Washington, 
D.C., and is honored by her 
role as first lady of the United 
States.”

The White House aide took 
another swipe at Ivana by say-
ing Melania “plans to use her 
title and role to help children 
— not sell books.

“There is clearly no sub-
stance to this statement from 
an ex,” Stephanie adds.

TRUMP WIVES
PULL OUT KNIVES!

Melania & 
Ivana cut 

each other up

Ivana and 
Melania are 
swapping 
barbs in 
public!
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B R E A K I N G  N E W S

ANGELINA’S SECRET
LIFE AS SPY EXPOSED!

issued warrants for his arrest.
But the fiend eluded capture 

in the dense African jungles.
So ICC chief prosecutor 

Luis Moreno Ocampo hatched 

a plan to use 
Angie and Brad 
as bait to lure 
Kony into a trap set 
by U.S. Special Forces.

 Wild plot to trap 
 African warlord  African warlord 
 backfires backfires – now 
 family is at risk 

 -expert 

A
NGELINA JOLIE played 
a CIA agent in the thriller 
Salt, but she became a real-
life spy in a dangerous plot 

to capture bloodthirsty African 
warlord Joseph Kony!

Now sources say her ex Brad 
Pitt, who supported the scheme, 
is fearful the Tomb Raider 
beauty and their six kids could 
be targeted for revenge by the 
evil monster, who’s still on the 
lam with the Lord’s Resistance 
Army (LRA) in Uganda jungles.

Former National Security 
Agency consultant Wayne Mad-
sen warns Kony has international 
associates in North America, 
Africa and Europe, who could 
cause “physical harm to Angie 
and her kids as retribution. 

“Brad Pitt should be worried 
about his children, especially if 
Angie goes traveling in Africa. 
The LRA is listed as a terror-
ist organization by the United 
States. Angie’s a UN envoy so 
traveling is on her agenda. Kony 
is not a nice guy.”

The bloodthirsty warlord, 56, 
has abducted more than 60,000 
children for his guerilla force 
over the years, according to a 
source.

More than 100,000 innocents 
were killed during his barbaric 
raids on villages where women 
and girls were raped. Children 
were abducted and forced to join 
his army.

In 2005, the International 
Criminal Court charged him with 
“crimes against humanity” and 
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“She is the one,” Ocampo 
wrote in an email. “She loves 

toto arrest Kony. She is ready. arrest Kony. She is ready.
ProbablyProbably Brad will go.”Brad will go.”
The plan would put the  

celebrities in a location near a 
Kony stronghold where Ocampo 
said Angie suggested inviting the 
mass murderer to a glitzy private 
dinner party.

When the beast arrived, 
the hidden U.S. troops would 
pounce.

Angie wrote back: “Brad is 
being supportive. Let’s talk 

logistics.logistics. Much love Xxx.”Much love Xxx.”
But the plot fizzled 

andand she stopped  she stopped
talkingtalking with 
Ocampo,Ocampo, who  

confessedconfessed to an to an
aide:aide: “I love her.”“I love her.”

Now, fugi-
tivetive Kony may be  Kony may be
plottingplotting revenge.revenge.

“Despite their bit-
terter divorce, Brad is  divorce, Brad is

concernedconcerned — for Angie — for Angie
and their kids,” says a source.

Experts say Angie and her  
six kids with Brad — Vivienne, 

Shiloh, Knox and Zahara  
are seen here — could be  

targeted by Kony!

Jolie had the support of Brad 
(circled) when she offered 
to act as human bait to help 
capture Joseph Kony (below)

SP
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OO
S C A R - w i n -
ning producer 
Harvey Wein-
stein has been 
exposed as 
a sex-crazed 

sleazeball who used his 
position as a Hollywood 
kingpin to pressure hor-
rified gals to fulfill his 
kinkiest cravings.

The married 65-year-
old mogul behind some of 
Tinseltown’s biggest hits 
— The Lord of the Rings 
epics, Pulp Fiction and 
Chicago — has been axed 
from his own company 
after explosive revela-
tions he paid hush money 
to at least eight gals who 
were victims of his revolt-
ing abuse — and three 
women have reportedly 
accused him of rape!

“It’s finally Harvey’s 
day of reckoning,” says 
an insider, “and he’s not 
taking it well.”

A flood of accusations 
reveal a similar repul-
sive pattern: The fiend 
would invite gals into his 
hotel room, where he’d 
appear naked and ask 

for a massage or offer to 
give them one.

His victims include 
actress Ashley Judd, who 
says she went to Wein-
stein’s Beverly Hills hotel 
for what she thought 
was a business breakfast 
while filming the 1997 

thriller Kiss the Girls. 
When she entered his 

room, he appeared in a 
bathrobe and asked if he 
could give her a massage 
or if she would like to 
watch him shower.

“I said no, a lot of ways, 
a lot of times, and he 

always came back at me 
with some new ask,” Ash-
ley, 49, recalls. 

She was lucky. TV’s 
Charmed beauty Rose 
McGowan, now 44, says 
she was a 23-year-old 
starlet who’d just nabbed 
a plum role in Weinstein’s 

1996 teen horror flick 
Scream. Rose says she 
was raped by a studio 
head. While she’s never 
named the exec, sources 
say Weinstein is rumored 
to have paid $100,000 to 
keep her quiet.

Italian starlet Asia 

C

ASHLEY JUDD had 
to rebuff Harvey’s 
 pressure for a massage 
or to watch him shower

ROSE MCGOWAN

reportedly settled 
her assault case 
for $100,000

LAUREN SIVAN (left) and 
LIZA CAMPBELL (right) 
both suffered degrading both suffered degrading 
advances from Weinsteinadvances from Weinstein

PERVY 
MOVIE MOGUL 

HARVEY WEINSTEIN 
GETS HEAVE-HO FOR 

CASTING COUCH 
HORRORS

for $100,00

PULP FRIC

Monster movie-
maker Harvey 
has now been 
dumped by his 
own company  
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Argento claims the studio 
boss requested a massage 
at Hotel du Cap-Eden-
Roc  — and then started 
performing oral sex on 
her, despite her horrified 
protests!

Former FOX newsgal 
Lauren Sivan claims the 

creep cornered her in a 
hallway of a Cuban-style 
eatery he was backing in 
2007 and tried to kiss her.

When she refused, 
she claims he told her to 
“stand there and shut up” 
as he pulled out his penis, 
masturbated, climaxed 

into a potted plant, then 
zipped up and walked off.

Liza Campbell, 55, 
worked as a Miramax 
script reader on Shake-
speare in Love and The 
Usual Suspects, then the 
scripts stopped coming.

Weinstein invited her to 

London’s Savoy 
Hotel to “sort 
this out.” She was 
ushered to his suite, and 
Weinstein yelled from the 
bathroom: “What do you 
say we both jump in the 
bath,” she recalls.

“I felt fear. Wein-
stein is huge, a pocked 
bullock, like a hit man 
from The Sopranos.”

She made a breath-
less, desperate escape. 
Zoe Brock, 43, says 

she was a 23-year-old 
model when the twisted 
tycoon invited her up to 
his French hotel room. He 
stripped naked and made 
his rubdown offer.

When she refused, he 
chased her and banged 
on the door of the bath-
room, where she’d fled 
to escape his repulsive 
clutches, she says.

Finally, he let her leave. 
In March 2015,  Italian 

model Ambra Battilana, 
24,  told cops the creep 
grabbed her breasts and 
put his hands up her skirt. 
He reportedly paid her 
off.  

Mighty Aphrodite 

b e a u t y 
Mira Sor-

vino also claims 
she was touched and 
“chased” by him in a 
Toronto hotel. 

And mega stars Gwyn-
eth Paltrow, Ange-
lina Jolie and Rosanna 
Arquette have joined the 
chorus of women accus-
ing Weinstein of vile 
behavior.

Two other aspiring 
actresses insist he forced 
them to perform oral 
sex — and an employee 
claims she was raped!

The disgraced movie 
mogul now says he’s seek-
ing help for his demons in 
rehab overseas. But Hol-
lywood and his designer 
wife Georgina Chapman 
aren’t cutting him any 
slack. His baby mom — 
who wed the perv in 2007 
— walked out after the 
scandal broke.

Movie legend Meryl 
Streep, who called Wein-
stein “god” in a 2012 
Golden Globe acceptance 
speech, is blasting his 
behavior as “disgraceful 
and inexcusable.”

b
M
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ZOE BROCK

fled a naked 
 Harvey, who 
chased her 
around a  
hotel room

MERYL STREEP

and other stars 
have finally 
begun to speak 
out about 
 Weinstein’s 
 despicable 
 conduct

AMBRA BATTILANA

was reportedly  
paid off after Harvey 

groped her

RICTION!

ASIA ARGENTO

says the bigwig 
wouldn’t stop  

performing oral sex!

MIRA SORVINO is another 
who had to flee after a 

hotel room chase
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A
N Australian govern-
ment official, who 
insists he’s Prince 
Charles and Camilla’s 
secret son from a teen-

age tryst‚ is threatening to 
bushwhack the royal couple 
in court and force them to take 
DNA tests!

Simon Charles Dorante-Day, 
51, says he intends to ambush 
Charles, 68, and Camilla, 70, 
with a court order for paternity 
tests during their planned visit 
Down Under next year.

He insists he’s “not in this for 
the money,” but just wants his 
parents to acknowledge him — 
and wrote a heartrending let-
ter to Camilla begging her to 
“speak out.”

Indeed, this could be the 
last chance for Charles’ booz-
ing second wife to come clean 
about her hushed-up sordid 
past — palace sources have 
told GLOBE Camilla is dying 
from liver cancer and has only 
months to live.

As GLOBE reported last 
year, Simon claims he has 
proof he was conceived dur-
ing a tryst between then-teen  
lovers Charles and Camilla. 
“My grandmother, who worked 
for the queen, she told me many 
times that I was Camilla and 
Charles’ child,” he says.

The wannabe royal, who 
has nine kids with his aborigi-
nal wife, was born near Ports-
mouth, England, in 1966 and 
was adopted at 18 months old.

He also recalls his adoptive 
mother, Winifred, took him to 
a house to visit a young woman 
when he was a tot — and the gal 
was CAMILLA!

“I remember a woman with 
a very light summer dress with 
blond hair sitting on a couch,” 
he says. “It was Camilla.”

At the time of his adoption, his 
parents, Winifred and Ernest, 
worked for the royals. But Win-
ifred couldn’t have children so a 
deal was struck to adopt Simon.

Simon says his parents 

suddenly came into a lot of 
money beyond their salaries.

According to his research, 
“Camilla was 18 and Charles 
was 17” when they met, around 
the time of her coming out at 
the 1965 debutante ball, and 
plunged into a steamy affair.

When Camilla became preg-
nant, her parents whisked her 
away to have the royal love 
child in secrecy. 

Simon insists: “I just want to 
know the truth.”

LOVE CHILD 
AMBUSHES
CHARLES AND 
CAMILLA!

Simon 
Charles Charles 

DoDoDorante-Day Dorante-Day 
(l(l(left) wants (left) wants 
DNDNDNA testing DNA testing 
ooof Charles of Charles 

ananand Camillaand Camilla

Secret son going to court to get DNA tests BEFORE HIS MOTHER DIES

Simon, a father of nine 
(above, right), wants 

 recognition he’s Charles and 
Camilla’s son from a romance 

when they were teenagers 
Charles Charles 
is clearly is clearly 
an eco- an eco- 
maniac!maniac!

ARRGH!



THANKS to 

old-fashion laws 

discriminating 

against women, 

Princess Char-

lotte’s kids 

won’t get royal titles — even 

though her brothers’ offspring 

will!

Ancient rules automatically 

give titles of “prince” and 

“princess” to children of royal 

sons — but girls’ little ones are 

left out.

Etiquette expert Lucy Hume 

explains the snub by not-

ing “royal titles are inherited 

through sons.”

However, the ruling  

monarch can bestow titles on 

the children.

While Charlotte’s kids don’t 

automatically get titles, as the 

daughter of Prince William and 

his pregnant wife, Kate, the 

two-year-old retains her place 

to succeed to the throne after 

her brother, George, 4.

A 2013 law bans her from 

being skipped over by a younger 

brother, if he is born this spring.
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Unfortunately for the 
princess, royal titles are 
inherited through sons

CHARLOTTE’S KIDS 
WON’T BE 
BORN WITH
ROYAL 
TITLES!

Camilla and 
Charles had a 

hot affair in the 
1960s, Simon 

believes, leading 
to his birth

HIS MOTHER DIES

George’s kids 
will get the will get the 

honorhonor

DEMENTED PRINCE: PIRATES HELP ECOLOGY!
Somali pirates’  

hostages are the 
new endangered 

species!

H!
YO-HO-NO!

Prince Charles’ wacky gush-

ing over murderous pirates 

has sparked fears his brain-

robbing Alzheimer’s is getting 

worse!

The royal jughead, who was 

revealed to have the early 

stages of Alzheimer’s in 2011,  

sparked a firestorm by prais-

ing Somali buccaneers for 

scaring trawlers out of fish-

rich waters!

“As a result, there hasn’t 

been any fishing there for the 

last ten or 15 years,” blath-

ered Charles.

“And from that, there has 

been a fantastic explosion of 

bigger and bigger fish.”

According to maritime 

stats, pirates have taken 1,753 

hostages worldwide — and 12 

have been killed since 2012!

Ex-SAS trooper and anti-

piracy expert Phil Campion 

has slammed the prince for 

his unethical endorsement.

“These are nasty gangs 

doing extreme harm, not 

worrying about life!” blasts 

Campion.

“There’s a few extra fish. 

Compare that to people’s lives 

lost. It’s insensitive. If Charles 

thought about it he’d have a 

change of heart.”



L
IVID Caroline Kennedy 
exploded in a vicious 
rage after learning back-
stabbing Hillary Clin-
ton was behind a nasty 

smear campaign trashing her 
and her beloved late brother, 
John Jr.

Sources told GLOBE the 
heiress of Camelot ranted, “I 
hate her!” after hearing about 
Hillary’s link to the dirty 
buzz, which claims Caroline 
cheated on her husband and 
her brother crashed his plane 
— killing himself and two pas-
sengers — while he was high 
on dope!

Then the seething child of 
assassinated President John F. 
Kennedy and his wife, Jackie, 
vowed to crush Hillary and her 
husband, Bill — and even their 
daughter, Chelsea, insiders 
claim.

“This is shaping up to be the 
nastiest feud D.C. has ever 
seen,” says an insider. “Both 
women have hundreds of mil-
lions at their disposal to spend 
on slinging mud at each other!”

The for-
mer U.S. 
ambassador to Japan flew into 
a white-hot fury after hear-
ing Hillary’s henchmen were 
behind vicious rumors about 
John Jr.

The hunky 38-year-old 
heir to the Kennedy political 
dynasty died with his wife, 
Carolyn Bessette, 33, and her 
sister, Lauren, 34, when the 
plane he was piloting plunged 
into the Atlantic on the way to 
Martha’s Vineyard on July 16, 
1999.

“The crash was deter-
mined to be an accident, 
but vicious rumors sprang 
up recently that John, a 
relatively inexperienced 
pilot, crashed because 
he was high and angry at 
his cheating wife,” says a 
Washington insider.

“The claim is John was 
so blitzed in the cockpit he 
couldn’t tell up from down. 
It was character assassina-
tion on the Kennedys all 
the way around!”

The smear also included 
charges John Jr. was unfaith-
ful to his wife — and that 
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C O V E R  S T O R Y

CAROLINE HARPOONS BIG 

Vicious lies were spread saying 
John Jr. (left) died  angry at 

unfaithful Carolyn (right)

Investigators probing 
the Kennedy plane 
crash (right) found 
JFK Jr. (above) 
became disoriented 
and lost control!

CAROLINE 
KENNEDY



Caroline cheated on hubby Ed 
Schlossberg with a New York 
Times bigwig.

The infidelity claims 
were denounced as 
totally false by pals of  
Caroline and Ed.

They’re all cheaters 
“The rumors push the notion 

that, like her womanizing dad, 
who bedded Marilyn Mon-
roe and many others, and her 
uncles, ALL the Kennedys are 
cheaters,” says the insider.

“Also, everybody knows 
John Jr. was a big womanizer, 

and the rumors even accuse 
Caroline of cheating on Ed.

“When Caroline learned Hill-
ary was behind them, she hit 
the roof and vowed revenge.”

The bad blood between the 
women has simmered since 
Caroline’s uncle Ted backed 
Barack Obama over Hillary, 
70, during the 2008 Democratic 
primary for president.

“The Kennedys were Bill 
Clinton’s role models and 
heroes,” notes a Clinton insider.  
“So when Caroline and most of 
her family supported Obama, 
the Clintons felt betrayed.”

Furious Bill and Hill took 
revenge on Caroline through 
longtime Clinton henchman 
Sidney Blumenthal, sources 
say. He orchestrated a smear 
campaign belittling Caroline’s 
2008 U.S. Senate run as a  
“puppet show,” say insiders.

Humiliated Caroline eventu-
ally dropped out of the race.

But since President Donald 
Trump canned Caroline as 
ambassador to Japan, insiders 
say she’s been mulling a run 
for the New York House seat 
occupied by 80-year-old Demo-
crat Nita Lowey.

Other sources say she might 
try for Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand’s 
job if the New York senator 
runs for president in 2020.

Ironically, Caroline might 
end up going head-to-head 
against Hillary’s daughter, 
Chelsea, 37.

Chelsea is reportedly being 
groomed to go after one of the 
same two seats — setting up a 
major election mudfest between 
the Clintons and Kennedys.

“If Caroline runs against 
Chelsea, all the dirt will be 
wheeled out again,” a Clinton 
source predicts.
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BIG FAT LIAR HILLARY!ARR H
Cruel Clinton trashed 

Kennedy rivals by 
claiming JFK Jr. 

WAS HIGH WHEN HE 
CRASHED!

ONLY IN

GLOBE!

Ed Schlossberg and wife 
Caroline were targets of 

a whisper campaign

Clinton pushed rumors 
about Caroline and John 

Jr. — after  ordering 
a smear takedown of 

 Kennedy’s Senate run!



  C E L E B R I T Y
BUZZ
Hollywood’s inside scoop

★ ★ ★ ★ 

★ ★ ★ ★ 
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IN THE PINK 
Little People, Big World star 

AMY ROLOFF goes for  

’50s glam during a party at the 

family’s Oregon farm

DYING gay rock icon LITTLE RICHARD DYING gay rock icon LITTLE RICHARD 
is getting ready to meet his maker — by is getting ready to meet his maker — by 
shedding his Tutti Frutti image! shedding his Tutti Frutti image! 

The flamboyant, 84-year-old wild man The flamboyant, 84-year-old wild man 
“knows that the end is near and he’s “knows that the end is near and he’s 
hedging his bets,” tattles a snitch. hedging his bets,” tattles a snitch. 

“Richard wants to get ‘straight’ with the “Richard wants to get ‘straight’ with the 
Lord.” Lord.” 

Richard once admitted he was gay, say-Richard once admitted he was gay, say-
ing he stayed in the closet because “when ing he stayed in the closet because “when 
I first came into show business, they I first came into show business, they 
wanted you to look like everybody but wanted you to look like everybody but 
yourself.” yourself.” 

Now, with his career sidelined by medi-Now, with his career sidelined by medi-
cal issues, he’s readying himself for the cal issues, he’s readying himself for the 
end. In September 2013, Richard revealed end. In September 2013, Richard revealed 
he was clobbered by a heart attack.he was clobbered by a heart attack.

“I was coughing, and my right arm “I was coughing, and my right arm 
was aching,” he recalls. He survived was aching,” he recalls. He survived 
because “Jesus had something for me. because “Jesus had something for me. 
He brought me through.” Richard has He brought me through.” Richard has 
since devoted himself to preaching and since devoted himself to preaching and 
prayer. prayer. 

With his final curtain call expected at With his final curtain call expected at 
any moment, Richard doesn’t want to take any moment, Richard doesn’t want to take 
any chances that “gays” aren’t welcome any chances that “gays” aren’t welcome 
in heaven, as some conservative ministers in heaven, as some conservative ministers 
claim. claim. 

“Richard is staring the Grim Reaper “Richard is staring the Grim Reaper 
in the face and doesn’t want to take any in the face and doesn’t want to take any 
chances,” says a source, “so he’s gone chances,” says a source, “so he’s gone 
back in the closet.” back in the closet.” 

As he says: “You’ve got to live the way As he says: “You’ve got to live the way 
God wants you to live.”God wants you to live.”

IS BEN
STILL BOOZING?
Batman hunk BEN AFFLECK 
has apparently fallen off the 
wagon and is again trying to 
curb his booze demons at an 
L.A. outpatient clinic. The 
45-year-old went to rehab 
earlier this year, but is still 
fighting to kick his cravings, 
insiders say. Ben has credited 
ex JENNIFER GARNER, 
mom of his three kids, for 
her support in his battle with 
the bottle. He’s recently been 

canoodling with 37-year-old 
LINDSAY SHOOKUS, an 
SNL producer. But pals fear 
a relapse. “He’s spiraling out 
of control,” says a source. But 
an insider close to the star 
says Ben “knows he has a 
problem. That’s why he goes 
to the clinic.” 

★ ★ ★ ★

MARILYN’S 
FEUD WITH LIZ
Screen siren MARILYN 

MONROE had no qualms 

GOOD GOLLY, MISS MOLLY – 
LITTLE RICHARD IS STRAIGHT!

about doffing her duds 
and running around in 
her birthday suit — but 
she had BIG issues with 
movie rival ELIZABETH 

TAYLOR. Photog LAWRENCE 

SCHILLER recalls the blond 
sexpot willingly shed her 
clothes for a 1962 photo shoot, 
just months before her tragic 
death. Her only restriction 
was: “Any magazine you 
publish this in, I don’t want 
to see Liz Taylor in the 
same magazine.” Why the 
bad blood with Liz? “FOX is 
giving Taylor $1 million and 
I’m only getting $125,000 a 
movie,” she told the lensman. 

★ ★ ★ ★

BULLY
FOR WINONA! 
Playing an oddball goth teen 
in 1988’s Beetlejuice rocketed 
16-year-old WINONA RYDER 
to stardom, but it made her 
an outcast in high school. “I 
remember thinking, ‘Ooh, it’s 
like the number one movie,’ ” 

Little Richard is determined 
to get straight with God after 
 suffering a heart attack



CAN 
WE TALK?

If you’re a Hollywood 
insider and you have 

access to accurate celebrity 
gossip, you can make $$$ 

by calling us directly at 
1-800-645-4708 or by 

email. My address is 

newstips@globefl.com
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ON THE 
FLIP SIDE

The Good Place’s 
TED DANSON

is drippy and 
droopy during 
his Hawaiian 

getaway 

MORE GOSSIP
PG 14!

 Mollen  Biggs 

HOOK-UPS,  
BABIES

& MORE!

she recalls. “This is going 
to make things great at 
school.” But “it made things 
worse,” she says. Bullies 
targeted her and called her 
“a witch.” No wonder she 
made the 1988 teen angst 
flick Heathers! 

★ ★ ★ ★

JAVIER’S
LINGO JIVE! 
JAVIER BARDEM’s 
Tinseltown pals are having 
a hard time understanding 
him — the Spanish Stallion 
is refusing to speak English 
— and will talk only in his 
native tongue, says a tattler. 
While he’s won an Oscar 

— for No Country for Old Men 
— and made a fortune starring 
in English-speaking films, 
PENELOPE CRUZ’s hubby will 
only talk in Spanish — even 
with American pals. “He won’t 
compromise, even if the people 
he’s talking to don’t understand 
what he’s saying,” dishes our 
mole. He’s plum loco!

★ ★ ★ ★

TWO-FACE
HATED THE RIDDLER
Human virus JIM CARREY 
says his Batman Forever 
co-star TOMMY LEE JONES 
hates his guts! During the film 
project, Jim recalls running 
into Two-Face Tommy, 
greeting him with, “I hate you. 
I really don’t like you,” recalls 
the movie’s Riddler. “I said, 
‘What’s the problem?’ And he 
said, ‘I cannot sanction your 

buffoonery.’ ” Jim says he 
shrugged it off — then why 
is he still talking about it?

★ ★ ★ ★

DAD LIONEL 
SHOCKED BY SOFIA
Pop great LIONEL 

RICHIE has confirmed 
what GLOBE reported 
weeks ago —  he’s not 
happy about 19-year-
old daughter SOFIA’s 
affair with reality show 
sleazebag SCOTT 

DISICK, 34. “I’m scared 
to death,” the music man 
confesses. He admits he’s 
been so protective in the 
past that the teen model 
accused him of “tracking 
her.” But the Easy singer 
insists, “I don’t track, at 
some point, you have 
to let them go do their 
thing.” Yeah, but Sofia 
obviously has crappy 
taste.

American Pie goofball 
JASON BIGGS is crowing 
about wife about wife JENNY 

MOLLEN’s delivery of 
second son second son LAZLO. Nice 
name — for a magician!name — for a magician!

Narcos star Narcos star BOYD 

HOLBROOK says he’s 
going to be the dad of going to be the dad of 
preggers gal pal preggers gal pal TATIANA  

PAJKOVIC’s baby. She’s a 
dishy Danish actress.dishy Danish actress.

Golden-voiced songbird Golden-voiced songbird 
CHARLOTTE CHURCH

wed musician JONATHAN 

POWELL in Cardiff, Wales. 
The Crazy Chick singer The Crazy Chick singer 
tragically miscarried their tragically miscarried their 
baby three months ago.baby three months ago.

Model Model CHRISSY TEIGEN

and singer JOHN LEGEND

are planning a second child 
using a frozen embryo. using a frozen embryo. 
They already have a baby They already have a baby 
girl, girl, LUNA..

 German actress  German actress 
RENATE LANGER, 61, told 
Swiss cops pervy director Swiss cops pervy director 
ROMAN POLANSKI

sexually attacked her when 
she was 15. Polanski is a she was 15. Polanski is a 
fugitive from the U.S. on fugitive from the U.S. on 
child sex charges.child sex charges.

 Making a Murderer  Making a Murderer 
subject subject STEVEN AVERY,  
who claims false evidence who claims false evidence 
was used to convict him was used to convict him 
of killing photog of killing photog TERESA 

HALBACH, was denied a 
new trial.new trial.

Last Comic Standing star Last Comic Standing star 
RALPHIE MAY died of a 
heart attack. He was 45.heart attack. He was 45.

MAMA 
MIA!

KATHERINE 

JACKSON

— mother of 
the famed 

Jackson clan 
— returns 

home after 
catching 
daughter 
Janet in 
concert 
at the 

Hollywood 
Bowl



  
DOUBLE
DOGGIE DEMISE
Reality show maven LISA 

VANDERPUMP has suffered a 
double blow to her heart. Just 
nine days after her beloved 
pooch Pink Dog died, her 
second precious pup, Pikachu, 
passed away. “Rest in peace 
my sweet Pikachu, we will 
miss you so much,” the Real 
Housewives of Beverly Hills 
star posted to social media. 
Here’s hoping she can get 
through this ruff patch!

★ ★ ★ ★

ADAM
CAN ACT! 
Showbiz goofball ADAM 

SANDLER has never gotten 
good reviews for his childish 
acting in silly flicks like Billy 
Madison and Happy Gilmore. 
But he’s getting buried by 
praise for his role in The 
Meyerowitz Stories, where 
his brother is BEN STILLER 
and their dad is DUSTIN 

HOFFMAN. He says the only 
movie praise that mattered to 
him was “kids coming up to 
me and saying they liked my 
stuff … that’s why I did it.” 
As for his current, shocking 
rave reviews, he just shrugs, 
saying, “That’s OK.”

★ ★ ★ ★

ALEX IN JEOPARDY!
Attention hog ALEX TREBEK 
is reportedly in a snit over 
all the attention Jeopardy! 
contestant AUSTIN ROGERS 
is getting. The brain has won 
more than $300Gs and is 
stealing the limelight from 
the dapper host. “Alex is 
used to being the star of the 
show,” says a TV insider. “But 
Austin isn’t a typical nerd. 
Viewers enjoy watching a 
flamboyant winner, but Alex 
sure doesn’t.”  

JAILBIRD 
MARTHA’S TORMENT 
Homemaking guru MARTHA 

STEWART is still haunted by 
the five months she spent in 
a cushy federal slammer in 
2004 for lying to investigators 
probing a stock scam. “It 
was horrifying, and no one, 
no one, should have to go 
through that kind of indignity 
except for murderers,” 
she says. “I was not a bad 
person.” The marketing 
billionaire’s biggest fear is 
being remembered for the 

scandal — not killer 
cookies!

★ ★ ★ ★

TYRESE BANGS 
ON ‘THE ROCK’
Fast and Furious cast 
member TYRESE GIBSON 
is slamming series newcomer 
DWAYNE “THE ROCK” 

JOHNSON from getting the 
opening of Fast and Furious 
9 changed from 2019 to 2020. 
According to bitter Tyrese, 
Dwayne and Fast co-star 
JASON STATHAM are in a 

spin–off set for a 2019 release 
and The Rock didn’t want 
FAF9 stealing his flick’s 
thunder. In tweets, Tyrese says 
“@the rock … you really broke 
up the #FastFamily” and calls 
the gigantic pro-grappler “this 
clown.” Tyrese better hope he 
doesn’t meet The Rock in a 
dark alley!
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C E L E B R I T Y
BUZZ
Hollywood’s inside scoop

★ ★ ★ ★ 

★ ★ ★ ★ 

GET A ROOM! 
Dancing with the Stars pro hoofers 

MAKSIM CHMERKOVSKIY and 

PETA MURGATROYD — who wed in 

July — get hot and heavy outside 

the show’s L.A. studio

DIRT BAG 
Graves star NICK NOLTE looks about ready for a dirt 

nap as he hauls potting soil at a Malibu plant nursery 

T Y
Z
sscoopHo

THETHE THE 
HHHOTTESTHOTTEST

DISHDISH

 EVERY 
 WEEK! 



“Daughter, I LoveYou to the Moon and Back” 
Personalized Heirloom Glass Ornament

Built-in 24-Hour Timers 
For Your Convenience!

*For information on sales tax you may owe to your state, go to bradfordexchange.com/use-tax

Brighten her days and nights with a personalized heirloom treasure

The bright promise of a daughter and the lifelong love you share is celebrated in a hand-
crafted limited edition she’ll cherish forever. Presenting the “Daughter, I Love You to the 
Moon and Back” Personalized Heirloom Glass Ornament.

 Hand-blown glass with a deep blue glaze. Raised-relief swirls of silvery glitter and 
sparkling stars. The dreamlike image of a crescent moon hanging like a sliver of light in 
the midnight sky. With one look at this masterfully crafted, 5½” tall ornament, you’ll be 
captivated by the elegance and opulence of its design. The top of the ornament features 
a silvery, satin bow and a sculpted moon-and-heart charm which can be personalized 
with the name of the daughter you hold so dear. Best of all, within the capper is a small 
switch that controls the LED lighting concealed inside the ornament, which illuminates 
with a celestial glow. For your convenience, the lights are controlled by a 24-hour timer 
so they’ll illuminate at the same time each night.

Exceptional value; satisfaction guaranteed

This heirloom ornament comes with a 365-day money-back guarantee and strong 
demand is expected! Act now to acquire yours at the attractive issue price of $39.99*, payable in two installments of 
$19.99 each, the first due before shipment. Send no money now; return the Reservation Application today.

Unique glittered finish on 

the inside of the ornament 

sparkles like stars when 

the light is turned on 

www.bradfordexchange.com/22586

 ✭

✭

✭

✭

    limited edition

©2017 BGE  01-22586-001-EI

*Plus $7.99 shipping and service each (see bradfordexchange.com). Limited-edition 
presentation restricted to 95 firing days. Please allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for presentation restricted to 95 firing days. Please allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for 
shipment.  Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance. shipment.  Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance. 

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

CityCity

State                               State                               ZipZip

 01-22586-001-E21601 01-22586-001-E21601

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL 60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION        SEND NO MONEY NOW

YES. Reserve the “Daughter, I Love You to the Moon and Back” 
Personalized Ornament for me as described in this announcement. Personalized Ornament for me as described in this announcement. 
More than one daughter? Print the name for each ornament reserved More than one daughter? Print the name for each ornament reserved 
(up to 10 letters each).(up to 10 letters each).

One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________One Ornament: _________________________________

Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________Two Ornaments: ________________________________

Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________Three Ornaments:  ______________________________

Shown actual size of appr. 
5½ inches tall. With attached 
hanging cord for easy display 

all year ‘round.
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SOBBING KENNY ROGERS CONFRONTS 

GRIM DEATH!
The Gambler devastated

by diagnosis he was
infected by killer virus

C
OUNTRY crooner 
Kenny Rogers secretly 
hid a heartbreaking 
battle with hepatitis 
C — long before the 

killer virus had any treatment 
or remedy!

Now insiders suspect the 
ravages of the disease — 
which can lead to liver failure,  
cirrhosis and liver cancer 
— have pushed him toward  
finally retiring.

GLOBE has learned Kenny, 
79, lived with the potentially 
life-threatening virus for at 
least TWO decades before he 
was diagnosed in 1994. 

“He must have suspected 
something was seriously 

wrong, but he was afraid to 
learn the truth,” an insider 
dishes to GLOBE. 

“It was eating away at him 
— and that must have gone on 
for years.” 

The source says Kenny’s 
condition “must’ve been so 
awful to make him finally de-
cide to see a doctor, who told 

him what he feared the most.”
Medical experts reveal hep-

atitis C — an infection caused 
by a virus that attacks the liv-
er — spreads through contact 
with contaminated blood, of-
ten from shared needles, sex-
ual contact or a transfusion. 

But unlike other strains 
of the disease, “with C there 
are no symptoms,” says New 
York internist Dr. Stuart 
Fischer, who has not treated 
Kenny. 

“You can have it and not 
even know it  — and in fact 
most people don’t.” 

In a worst-case scenario, 
hep C can lead to death — and 
Kenny “was shattered when 
he got the awful news from  
doctors,” reveals a source.

“It was heartbreaking to see 
him sit sobbing, his shoulders 
shaking and tears running 
down his face.”

Fortunately, The Gambler 
star has learned to manage  
living with the disease.

“If Kenny hadn’t gotten 

treatment when he did, may-
be he wouldn’t be around 
now. As it is, there are fears 
his immune system could be 
damaged,” spills the insider.

In addition to battling the 
virus, Kenny has also strug-
gled with a plastic surgery 
obsession, drugs and other 
health issues, including knee 
replacement, rotator cuff and 
throat surgeries.

The star, who’s been wed to 
his fifth wife, Wanda, since 
1997, now claims he’s an open 

book with nothing to hide! 
“If they ask me a question, I 

give them an answer,” Kenny 
told an interviewer in 2000 — 
the same year he admitted to 
living with hep C for 30 years. 

He’s set his farewell concert 
for the Stagecoach Festival in 
Indio, Calif., next April.

Adds the insider: “Kenny’s 
still going, but he’s been 
through hell and back.”

‘If Kenny 
hadn’t gotten 

treatment when 
he did, maybe 
he wouldn’t be 

around now’

Silent killer 
hepatitis C has 
no warning signs 
and can lead  
to failure of the  
liver (above)



›› What brought me into the TV 

business is what keeps me here 

and happy. You can learnand happy. You can learn some-some-and happy. You can learn some-

thing new every day if ything new every day if you have a athing new every day if you have a 

really positive attitude. 

— Katie— Katie CouricCouric— Katie Couric
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MALCOLM 
KID’S BRAIN 
DAMAGE 
TRAGEDY!

Rogers “was 
shattered 

when he got 
the awful news 
from doctors” 

about the 
deadly disease IN 1960 

 THIS YEAR 

FRANKIE MUNIZ can’t 

recall his childhood days on 

Malcolm in the Middle after 

suffering a series of mini-

strokes and concussions! 

Now 31, the former FOX 

sitcom star admits, “I don’t 

really have memories of 

being on the show.  

“It makes me a little sad. 

Things pop back into my 

mind [that] I should have 

remembered.”

Frankie — who joined this 

season’s Dancing with the 

Stars — left Hollywood in 

2006 to pursue a profes-

sional auto racing career. 

Since then, he says he’s 

suffered nine concussions 

and 15 ministrokes, which 

cut off the blood supply to 

the brain. 

“I‘m happy with the 

decision I made to drive 

race cars and to focus on 

music,” says the addled 

star. “Even if I don’t 

remember it all, I’m happy.”

MALCOLM

 Muniz is in a muddle over his 
 Malcolm in the Middle daze
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THINGS

YOU DON’T 
KNOW ABOUT

ANNA FARISANNA FARIS

C E L E B R I T Y  N E W S

D
ARKLY funny 

CBS sitcom Mom 

begins its fifth 

season on Nov. 2, 

with Anna Faris, 40, 

returning as dys-

functional daughter 

Christy Plunkett. The 

Scary Movie star 

could use some 

laughs after her 

August split 

with super-

star hubby 

Chris Pratt. 

Here are ten 

things you 

don’t know 

about Anna.

1
Anna began acting 
at age nine.  

“I did an Arthur Miller 
play called Danger: 
Memory! in the Seattle 
Repertory Theatre,” she 
recalls. “I got paid $250 
... I felt like I was rolling 
in the dough.” 

2
She’s described 
herselfherself as being as beingherself as being 

a drama club “dork” in 
high school. 

3
Anna says she 
didn’t go on a date 

until her senior year. “I 
liked guys, but no one 
really liked me.” 

4
Early in her career, 
she appeared as a 

hostess in an employee-
training video for  
the Red Robin burger 
chain.  

5
After 
graduating 

from the University of 
Washington, she nixed 
a job at an ad agency in 
London and moved to 
L.A. to pursue acting.  

6
Anna’s first major 
film role was in 

Lovers Lane, 
a 1999 indie 
slasher flick 
that went 
straight to 
video. “I’m a 
cheerleader 
who gets 
gutted!” she says. 

7
After getting her big 
break starring in the 

Scary Movie franchise, 
she had trouble finding 
other work and says, “I 
couldn’t get an audition 
for anything dramatic for 
a long time.”  

8
She’s a singer and 
her vocals appear 

on the soundtracks  
to Just Friends, Lost  
in Translation and 
Mama’s Boy.  

9
In 2015, she started 
hosting the podcast 

Anna Faris Is Unqualified, 
which features 
celebrity 
interviews and 
phone calls from 
listeners wanting 
advice. 

10
She 
claims 

she’s always on time. 

NGS KNO
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Anna’s sitcom Mom, 
co-starring  Allison 
Janney (circled), is 
back for season five

A grad of University 
of Washington,  
home of the Huskies, 
Anna also hosts a 
call-in podcast

In early flick 
Lovers Lane
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ITEM NUMBER: SS7-B14330

Dress it up or down, our tunic loves the season. 
Crewneck has V-detail, a longer flattering length 
and side vents. Approx. 30"L. Polyester knit. 
Machine wash/dry. Imported.

Regatta 
Blue
7706

Emerald
0056

Passion 
Flower
L340

Aquamarine
648

Apricot 
Brandy
L190

LUXURIOUS VELOUR TUNIC Limited-time offer

Reg. $29.99

NOW ONLY

1299
EACH

SAVE
OVER

50%

This offer cannot be combined with any other offers.
Prices expire 2/9/2018.

Write in color, color number, 

size & quantity  SS7-B14330

PRICE
$12.99

each
QTY.SIZE

TOTAL

SALES TAX 

Promotion code BAHZ FREESHIPPING AND HANDLING

Optional Protection Plus! Expedited replacement of items lost in transit. 
Add $2.95 to protect your entire order.

AZ, CO, FL, GA, MA, MN, NE, NJ, PA, WI, WV 
Residents: add applicable sales tax

©BLAIR 2017

Mail to: BLAIR®, PO BOX 488, WARREN, PA 16366-0488 
or call 1-800-458-2000, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 

FREE Shipping on your order!
Must use promotion code  BAHZ

Check or money order enclosed. When you pay by check, you authorize us to use information from your check to clear it electronically. Funds may be 
withdrawn from your account as soon as the same day we receive your payment, and you will not receive your check back from your financial institution.withdrawn from your account as soon as the same day we receive your payment, and you will not receive your check back from your financial institution.

To apply for a Blair Credit Card, go to www.Blair.com/creditcard

Card #

Exp. DateExp. DateSignature
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Mr.
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Home Phone No.  (                  )
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This offer cannot be combined with any other offers.
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promotion codepromotion codeUse codes for phone/internet orders

Circle 
Payment 
Option

SS7A11H

BAHZ

Your satisfaction
is our goal!
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T R U E  C R I M E

AMERICA’S 
KOOKIEST 
CAPERS!

n
A NIGHT shift manager at a New York 
City McDonald’s was serving up fast 

food with a side of cocaine, according to 
lawmen who arrested him for peddling the 
illegal “happy” meals!

Frank Guerrero, 26, was nabbed after 
a three-month undercover investigation 
dubbed “Operation Off the Menu.”

Guerrero — who worked the overnight 
shift at the 24-hour location for at least 
eight years — is ac-
cused of selling police 
$10,900 worth of co-
caine in eight separate 
transactions at the 
Bronx restaurant.

While legitimate late-night customers 
were only allowed to place orders at 
the drive-through window, cops say 
Guerrero let his drug customers enter 
the eatery.

In one sale, Guerrero hid cocaine 
in a cookie bag, which he tucked in 
alongside burgers and fries, say cops. 
On another occasion, cops say he 
stashed 100 grams of cocaine in a 
restroom’s soap dispenser, with the 
drug later sold to an undercover of-

ficer for $6,250 — who then chowed down 
on a meal personally served by Guerrero.

Authorities claim surveillance revealed 
Guerrero regularly dished out drugs during 
his shift.

“The conduct was so blatant it would be 
comical if he weren’t committing a serious 
narcotics crime,” says Special Narcotics 
Prosecutor Bridget G. Brennan. 

“Ordering coke took on an entirely dif-
ferent meaning on the night shift at this 
McDonald’s.”

n
SEX-CRAZED lovebirds repeatedly ignored a cop’s 
orders to end their down-and-dirty antics in the orders to end their down-and-dirty antics in the 

back seat of a car, leading to their arrest for lewd and back seat of a car, leading to their arrest for lewd and 
lascivious behavior!lascivious behavior!

Cops were called by a woman complaining that loud Cops were called by a woman complaining that loud 
moans from inside a Pontiac Grand Am parked in a La moans from inside a Pontiac Grand Am parked in a La 
Crosse, Wis., alley woke her up!Crosse, Wis., alley woke her up!

The responding officer’s Oct. 2 arrest report states he The responding officer’s Oct. 2 arrest report states he 
saw the car’s windows were “partially fogged and the saw the car’s windows were “partially fogged and the 
vehicle was rocking back and forth.” vehicle was rocking back and forth.” 

Shining his flashlight inside, the cop claims he spotted Shining his flashlight inside, the cop claims he spotted 
Bailey Puttkemery, 21, and Emily Scott, 20, engaging in Bailey Puttkemery, 21, and Emily Scott, 20, engaging in 
sex. sex. 

He says he told them to knock it off, then stood behind He says he told them to knock it off, then stood behind 
the vehicle to wait for them to dress.the vehicle to wait for them to dress.

But the copulating couple continued — despite being But the copulating couple continued — despite being 
told several times to stop! told several times to stop! 

After the cop pulled open the door, angry Puttkemery After the cop pulled open the door, angry Puttkemery 
reportedly told the officer he was “c*** blocking him.”  reportedly told the officer he was “c*** blocking him.”  

When the lawman asked Scott why they refused to When the lawman asked Scott why they refused to 
end their encounter, she replied, “He wanted to finish.”end their encounter, she replied, “He wanted to finish.”

McDONALD’S
HAPPY MEAL
CAME WITH
SIDE OF DOPE

Puttkemery and Scott (above)  
declined to put on the brakes!
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The burgers in the 
Bronx came with an Bronx came with an 
extra helping — of extra helping — of 
cocaine!cocaine!

SEXY SEXY 
COUPLE COUPLE 
REFUSES 
TO STOP
IN NAME 
OF LAW!OF LAW!

Leidy Cabral Castillo 
(left), the  manager’s 

 girlfriend, and 
 Guerrero (right)  

both face charges  
in the case
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Coke 
costumes  
are the  
real thing!

BOOZERBOOZER CLAIMS HE’S BOOZER CLAIMS HE’S CLAIMSCLAIMSBOOZER CLAIMS HE’S BOOZER CLAIMS HE’S HE’SHE’SBOOZER CLAIMS HE’S BOOZER CLAIMS HE’S 
ALIEN TIME TRAVELER

HEISTS GO BETTER WITH COKE!

n
POLICE in Kentucky are desperate to 
put a gunman “dressed as a  Coca-Cola 

bottle” on ice after he was caught on 
 camera robbing a restaurant! 

Authorities say an armed man dressed as 
a supersized soda burst into the Rally’s  
restaurant in Henderson, just before the 
staff’s usual 7 a.m. arrival late last month. 

The eatery was closed to customers at the 
time, but the manager was in the building.  

The suspect forced the boss into an  

office to snatch some dough. Fortunately 
the pistol-packing beverage didn’t bust a 
cap, and the manager escaped injury. 

Cops say the bandit slurped up more than 
$500 before speeding from the scene in a 
gray minivan driven by an unknown  
accomplice. 

Police are still hunting for the culprit  
and hope to deposit the bad bottle in jail, 
where the sticky-fingered soft drink could 
do hard time.

n
A MAN arrested in Casper,A MAN arrested in Casper, Wyo., on A MAN arrested in Casper, Wyo., on Wyo.,Wyo.,A MAN arrested in Casper, Wyo., on A MAN arrested in Casper, Wyo., on ononA MAN arrested in Casper, Wyo., on A MAN arrested in Casper, Wyo., on 
charges of public intoxication made the charges of public intoxication made the 

far-out claim he’d been sent from the year far-out claim he’d been sent from the year 
2048 to warn of an alien attack! 2048 to warn of an alien attack! 

Tipsy time traveler Bryant Johnson was Tipsy time traveler Bryant Johnson was 
cuffed on Oct. 2 and told lawmen the interga-cuffed on Oct. 2 and told lawmen the interga-
lactic invaders were set to descend next year, lactic invaders were set to descend next year, 
accordingaccording to police records. toaccording to police records. policeaccording to police records. records.according to police records. 

Johnson demanded to speak to the presi-
dent of the town and advised residents to 
flee!  

The soused citizen — who cops say had red 

eyes,eyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-eyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-slurredslurredeyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-eyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-speechspeecheyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-eyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-andandeyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-eyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-aaeyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-bloodeyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-eyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-alcoholalcoholeyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-eyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-read-read-eyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-eyes, slurred speech and a blood-alcohol read-
ing that exceeded legal limits — also blamed ing that exceeded legal limits — also blamed 
his condition on his extraterrestrial pals, his condition on his extraterrestrial pals, 
explaining his time shift was made possible explaining his time shift was made possible 
because aliens filled his body with booze!because aliens filled his body with booze!

His overlords may have been tanked, too — His overlords may have been tanked, too — 
since Johnson claimed he was supposed to be since Johnson claimed he was supposed to be 
transportedtransported to 2018, but missed the mark! totransported to 2018, but missed the mark! 2018,transported to 2018, but missed the mark! buttransported to 2018, but missed the mark! missedtransported to 2018, but missed the mark! thetransported to 2018, but missed the mark! mark!transported to 2018, but missed the mark! 

Instead of taking him to their leader, cops 
brought Johnson to the local hospital. 

But when he caused too much of a ruckus, 
he was hauled off to jail!

n
A BRAZEN disabled woman 
tried to knock over a bank — 

with only one hand! 
Wanda Irvin, 51, entered the Key 

Bank in East McKeesport, Pa., on 
Oct. 3, brandishing a knife and 
demanding cash, say cops.  

But the one-armed bandit failed 
to hit the jackpot, according to 
authorities, and left empty-handed 
because the teller refused to  
comply! 

Police say a witness noted the 
license plate number of the would-
be robber’s car as she fled the 
scene, which led them to Irvin’s 
home — where they found a knife in 
her purse! 

Cops claim Irvin admitted to the 
misdeed and said, “I don’t know 
why I did it.”

ONE-ARMED 
BANDIT RUNS 
OUT OF LUCK!

A teller at the A teller at the 
bank (above) bank (above) 
refused to refused to 
give Irvin any give Irvin any 
cashcash

IT’S 5 O’CLOCK 

SOMEWHERE!

MAN t i C

Johnson’s future may 
include jail time!

Irvin was 
nabbed by 
the long 
arm of  
the law

The bottle 
bandit 
 confronted 
the 
 manager, 
who was 
alone
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SACRAMENTO 
SHOOTOUT!

A 
BRAVE cop — 
who took a bullet 
from a deranged 
lowlife in a wild 

gun battle — has relived 
the chilling shootout 
that was captured on 
camera. 

“I was just happy to be 
alive,” says Victor Wolfe, the 
wounded Sacramento, Calif., 
police officer, after facing off 
against psycho gunman Eric 
Arnold last month. 

The terrifying shootout went 
down after Victor and fellow 
officer Tim Martin responded 
to an alert about a Chevy 
pickup tied to the early Sep-
tember deaths of two women.  

The driver pulled over — 
but that’s when the situation 
turned ugly — as the tense 
videotapes make crystal clear. 

Cameras show Arnold 
swiftly exiting the vehicle and 
firing at the cops, striking both.  

The cops returned fire, kill-
ing the unhinged lunatic in the 
street! 

But the murderous nut left his 
mark, severely wounding Vic-
tor in the leg and hitting Tim, 
who was wearing body armor, 

in the torso. 
“You always know in the back 

of your head that this could be a 
possibility,” says Victor about 
his brush with death.

Victor, now walking with 
crutches and with nerve dam-
age that may take 18 months to 
heal, says he’s glad the public 
can see the recently released 
dash- and body-cam videos to 
understand how dangerous a 
cop’s job can be. 

“Us, knowing who he was, 

having our weapons drawn on 
him, he was still able to get off 
multiple rounds before we were 
even able to return fire,” says 
Victor, a 12-year police veteran. 

He admits he doesn’t know 
when he’ll return to duty, but 
he’s sure when he does, he’ll 
be ready for anything. 

“It’s that sixth sense officers 
have — trust your instinct and 
believe in your training,” Vic-
tor says. “That’s what keeps 
you alive.”

Wounded 
lawman
lucky to 
be alive

after 
fierce 

gunfight
with mad 
dog killer

Arnold’s weapon, which 
he tried to kill two 

 police  officers with, was 
 abandoned in the dirt 

after the shootout

Nutcase Eric Arnold’s 
pickup was linked to 

the September deaths 
of two women

Cameras show Arnold 
trading fire (left) with 

Wolfe (above) and Martin
t E i A ld’

SAVAGE 

PSYCHOPSYCHO C h A ld

HERO COP

CAUGHT ON CAMERA
Officers spotted  
the suspect’s truck  
and stopped him

The driver jumped from 
the car and began firing

Scrambling for safety, cops 
returned fire, killing the gunman 
in the street – but not before 
two lawmen were wounded



✁✁✁
PLEASE 

RESPOND 
PROMPTLY 

*Plus a total of $14.99 shipping and service; see ashtondrake.com. Please allow 2 to 4 weeks after initial payment *Plus a total of $14.99 shipping and service; see ashtondrake.com. Please allow 2 to 4 weeks after initial payment 

for delivery. Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance.for delivery. Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance.for delivery. Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance.for delivery. Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance.

(            )(            )

Name (please print clearly)                  Telephone                 Telephone

Address                                                                                          Apt. No.          

City                           State                         Zip                          State                         Zip

E-Mail Address

9200 North Maryland Ave., Niles, Illinois 60714-13979200 North Maryland Ave., Niles, Illinois 60714-1397

03-02240-001-D98502

❒YES! Please reserve the Welcome to the World So Truly RealPlease reserve the Welcome to the World So Truly Real®®

doll for me as described in this announcement.doll for me as described in this announcement.

©2017 ADG, 9200 N. Maryland Ave., Niles, IL 60714-1397            03-02240-001-EIR2©2017 ADG, 9200 N. Maryland Ave., Niles, IL 60714-1397            03-02240-001-EIR2©2017 ADG, 9200 N. Maryland Ave., Niles, IL 60714-1397            03-02240-001-EIR2

As you hold this precious miracle in your arms for the first time, you wonder how you can possibly As you hold this precious miracle in your arms for the first time, you wonder how you can possibly As you hold this precious miracle in your arms for the first time, you wonder how you can possibly 

love something so little so much. Overcome with emotion you whisper, “Welcome to the world,” love something so little so much. Overcome with emotion you whisper, “Welcome to the world,” love something so little so much. Overcome with emotion you whisper, “Welcome to the world,” 

realizing now that your world will never be the same!realizing now that your world will never be the same!

 Introducing Welcome to the World, an amazing baby doll by award-winning artist Sandy Faber.  Introducing Welcome to the World, an amazing baby doll by award-winning artist Sandy Faber.  Introducing Welcome to the World, an amazing baby doll by award-winning artist Sandy Faber. 

Every sculptural detail is brought to life in our signature RealTouchEvery sculptural detail is brought to life in our signature RealTouchEvery sculptural detail is brought to life in our signature RealTouch®® vinyl and hand-painted to look  vinyl and hand-painted to look 

So Truly RealSo Truly Real®®, from the gently furrowed brow and supple fingers to those tiny wrinkled feet. With a , from the gently furrowed brow and supple fingers to those tiny wrinkled feet. With a 

perfectly weighted cloth body and 18 inches long, you’ll feel you’re holding a real baby! Your infant perfectly weighted cloth body and 18 inches long, you’ll feel you’re holding a real baby! Your infant 

arrives with everything shown (a one-piece, hat and baby blanket), but you’ll have the privilege of arrives with everything shown (a one-piece, hat and baby blanket), but you’ll have the privilege of arrives with everything shown (a one-piece, hat and baby blanket), but you’ll have the privilege of 

personalizing the hospital band with a name that’s most meaningful to you. personalizing the hospital band with a name that’s most meaningful to you. 

A remarkable value — for a limited time

Sandy Faber’s artist-original dolls sell well into the thousands. But Welcome to the World can be 

yours for only $129.99*, payable in four easy installments of $32.49. Available for a limited time — yours for only $129.99*, payable in four easy installments of $32.49. Available for a limited time — yours for only $129.99*, payable in four easy installments of $32.49. Available for a limited time — 

order today!order today!

A So Truly Real® newborn to call your own!

www.ashtondrake.com/2240

Welcome to the World!
AA

Newborn Baby DollNewborn Baby Doll

Weighted to feel so real 
in your armsin your arms

�

Soft RealTouch®®

vinyl skinvinyl skin

�

Realistically sculpted 
and hand-painted and hand-painted 

�

With hospital

band for you to 

personalize!

Approximately 18" long and fully poseable. 

This doll is not a toy, but a fine collectible.This doll is not a toy, but a fine collectible.

Become a fan on Facebook

www.facebook.com/AshtonDrakewww.facebook.com/AshtonDrake

*For information on sales tax you may owe to your state, *For information on sales tax you may owe to your state, 
go to ashtondrake.com/use-taxgo to ashtondrake.com/use-tax
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4/10

PARIS JACKSON

10/10

KERRY WASHINGTON

4/10

TORI SPELLING

8/10

LORI LOUGHLIN

Wacko Jacko’s daughter earns 
her father’s nickname as  her father’s nickname as  

she hits the red carpet in what she hits the red carpet in what 
looks like a bath towel!looks like a bath towel!

The Scandal star kills it in  The Scandal star kills it in  
this dress, pairing it with red-this dress, pairing it with red-
hot boots. There’s only one  hot boots. There’s only one  

word for this look: Scandalous!word for this look: Scandalous!

9021-NO! The beleaguered 9021-NO! The beleaguered 
actress must have been feeling actress must have been feeling 
nostalgic for the 1990s when nostalgic for the 1990s when 
she put this debacle togethershe put this debacle together

Jackpot! The Full House Jackpot! The Full House 
darling plays a winning hand darling plays a winning hand 
and raises the fashion stakes and raises the fashion stakes 

in this print dressin this print dress



By Patricia Gonzalez

She knows the SCOREVERDICT
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6/10

CINDY CRAWFORD

2/10

SOLANGE KNOWLES

5/10

JOAN COLLINS

3/10

SARAH JESSICA PARKER

The former supermodel looks The former supermodel looks 
plain–old ordinary in this plain–old ordinary in this 

two-tone dress — even with the two-tone dress — even with the 
sexy thigh-high slitsexy thigh-high slit

Beyoncé’s singing sister wears Beyoncé’s singing sister wears 
the only thing that could the only thing that could 

possibly divert attention from possibly divert attention from 
her ridiculous hairher ridiculous hair

The Dynasty diva remains The Dynasty diva remains 
stuck in the ’80s. Perhaps stuck in the ’80s. Perhaps 

Krystle Carrington can  Krystle Carrington can  
slap her into the 21st century!slap her into the 21st century!

Someone ran SJP’s dress Someone ran SJP’s dress 
through a shredder and  through a shredder and  

the Sex and the City actress the Sex and the City actress 
wore it anyway! Bad move!wore it anyway! Bad move!



MOVIE 
WATCH

Queen Latifah has 

appeared in all the appeared in all the 

movies below. See if you movies below. See if you 

can unscramble them.can unscramble them.

How to enter & contest 
rules, page 56.

PHOTO FIND
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Hidden in the box of letters are the names of some celebrities.  

Use the photos to help you work out their names. The names  

have been split in two and can be found in straight lines up,  

down, forwards, backwards or diagonally. The leftover letters  

will reveal the name of another famous person.

How to enter & contest rules, page 56.

1. LOAD HASTILY

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. BUY HOT PEAS

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. NEIGHBOURING 
TOWN SHEDTOWN SHED

__________________________________

4. LOB HOTEL 
CONCRETECONCRETE

__________________________________
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PRIZEP
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$100$100



T
HE death of wasted, 
disease-ravaged Play-
boy king Hugh Hefner 
is mired in a mysterious 

autopsy cover-up.
While the legendary 

lothario reportedly died at 
age 91 of natural causes on 
Sept. 27, sources tell GLOBE 
he was secretly battling a 
myriad of devastating health 
issues — including killer lung 
cancer rampaging through 
his body.

GLOBE also found shocking 
details in his death certificate 
revealing the shriveled skirt-
chaser suffered from severe 
respiratory problems, a strain 
of E. coli and the blood infec-
tion septicemia!

But Hef didn’t want anyone 
to know the supposedly dap-
per, virile “playboy” was a 
medical mess — so the coro-
ner was banned from examin-
ing his corpse.

“Hef made it clear before 
he died that he wanted NO 
autopsy!” tattles a snitch. “He 
wanted to do ANYTHING to 

preserve his slick Playboy 
image — even AFTER he 
was dead!” 

But in the months before 
his death, “lung cancer was 
in his spine and spreading to 
his brain and other organs,” 
reveals another source.

And the nudie magazine  

mogul had no one to blame 
but himself.

“He drank heavily and it 
just destroyed his body,” says 
the source. “They didn’t want 
anyone to know he did this to 
himself.

“And hell — pipe smoking 
was his trademark!”

In his final agonizing hours, 
visitors came to bid farewell, 
but the savage cancer had left 
Hef completely unresponsive, 
say sources.

Ironically, his notorious sex 
pad — the Playboy Mansion 
— may have speeded his end!

Sources say the 90-year-old 
building was infested with 
black mold and toxic spores.

While Hef actually SOLD 
the joint to a neighbor for 
$100 million in 2016 — he 
made the deal under the  
condition he could live there 
until his death!

“Hef didn’t have to die,” a 
Playboy source tells GLOBE. 
“But he was the Playboy  
Mansion and there was no 
way he was going to live  
anywhere else.”
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PLAYBOY CZAR’S
DEATH COVER-UP!

ONLY IN

GLOBE!

Autopsy 
scrapped to

protect 
cancer secretDEATH ERR

By the time he died, 
Hefner had lost the virile 
swagger of his early 
years and was facing 
devastating health woes

Hef, with London bunnies in 2011, wanted 
to preserve his image as the lusty life of 
the party — even after his death!
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HARRISON FORD:

DOCS BROUGHT ME 
BACK FROM DEAD
I

NDIANA Jones hunk and avid pilot 
Harrison Ford has dropped a bomb-
shell revelation —  docs put him into 
a medically induced coma  after his  

terrifying plane crash and then brought 
him back from the dead!

“It was a horrible experi-
ence … I was in a medically 
induced coma for a period of 
time — to give me the chance 
to survive,” he confesses.

Now starring in Blade Runner 
2049, the sequel to his 1982 sci-fi clas-
sic, the 75-year-old movie icon says he 
was lucky when the engine of his World 
War II-type plane conked out because he 
was able to crash-land on a golf course 
“where doctors were congregating.       

“They pulled me out.”
Soon after taking off on March 5, 2015, 

the actor was forced down on a Venice, 
Calif., golf course.

He suffered a broken pelvis and ankle 
and a head laceration. He was in the  
hospital for a month.

But Dr. Gabe Mirkin says his head “inju-
ries … had to be more severe than that.”

“The only reason to put someone into an 
induced coma is to cool or protect the brain 
when there is evidence of brain damage,” 
says the doc, who did not treat the star.

Experts say medically induced comas 

use anesthetic drugs to put 
patients in a deep state of uncon-

sciousness. The procedure prevents the 
brain from swelling by slowing brain 
activity and blood flow. 

The crisis was harrowing for third wife 
Ally McBeal star Calista  Flockhart, 52, 
and the couple’s 16-year-old adopted 
son, Liam.

“Calista still says it was the scariest 
moment in her life,” says an insider.

Harrison, who has four grown children 
from previous marriages, had another 
scare in February while landing at  
California’s John Wayne Airport, when 
he nearly clipped a Boeing 737 passenger 
plane on the ground.

Dr. Mirkin warns Harrison might still 
be suffering the effects of the accident: 
“You’re never really out of the woods 
after a brain trauma — especially one 
severe enough to be put into a coma.”

KATHY GRIFFIN’S neighbor claims the 

brash comedian is a spy! 

Jeffrey Mezger charges in recently filed 

legal documents that the 56-year-old 

redhead has been using video and audio 

devices to eavesdrop on him and his family. 

Kathy insists her security cameras are 

for protection and can only pick up sounds 

on her premises. 

The duo began feuding when Kathy’s 

boyfriend, Randy Bick, called cops in Sep-

tember to complain about noise coming 

from Jeffrey’s property.

KATHY GRIFFIN
IS ALL EARS!

ABBY LEE 
MILLER
PRISON
PRAYERS

Griffin (left) is 
a snoop, says a snoop, says 

Mezger (above)Mezger (above)

After plane crash in 2015 
(above), a bloodied Ford was 
saved by medics (circled)   

DISGRACED former Dance Moms star 

Abby Lee Miller has turned over a new 

leaf in prison, reportedly telling pals 

she’s found God! 

“Abby Lee has latched onto a group 

of women known as ‘the holy rollers,’ ” 

claims a source inside the same Victor-

ville, Calif., facility as 51-year-old Abby, 

who’s serving 366 days for financial fraud. 

“This is a die-hard religious group, and 

they are quite feared,” the insider insists. 

“Abby Lee fits right in with them.”

Miller’s new 
prison pals are 
sects maniacs
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Yes! Please reserve one Disney’s Mickey Mouse & Minnie Mouse Tic-Tac-Toe Please reserve one Disney’s Mickey Mouse & Minnie Mouse Tic-Tac-Toe 
Set for me as described in this announcement.Set for me as described in this announcement. SEND NO MONEY NOW. 

Mickey Mouse and Minnie Mouse were first introduced to the world in 
the 1928 cartoon “Steamboat Willie” and almost immediately became the 1928 cartoon “Steamboat Willie” and almost immediately became 
America’s favorite sweethearts as they brought laughter, joy and magic America’s favorite sweethearts as they brought laughter, joy and magic 
into the hearts of  millions.  Now Hawthorne Village invites you to into the hearts of  millions.  Now Hawthorne Village invites you to 
bring that heartwarming charm of Mickey Mouse and MInnie Mouse—bring that heartwarming charm of Mickey Mouse and MInnie Mouse—
combined with the delightful fun of a childhood favorite—to your home combined with the delightful fun of a childhood favorite—to your home 
with Disney’s Mickey Mouse & Minnie Mouse Tic-Tac-Toe Set.with Disney’s Mickey Mouse & Minnie Mouse Tic-Tac-Toe Set.

Superbly handcrafted and hand-painted for vintage Disney magic
This amazing edition—certain to become a statement piece in your This amazing edition—certain to become a statement piece in your 
home—features handcrafted and hand-painted sculptures of vintage home—features handcrafted and hand-painted sculptures of vintage 

and most beloved poses. These adorable sculptures, appropriately enough, 
are the “X’s and O’s” (also known as “Kisses & Hugs”) for the game. You’ll are the “X’s and O’s” (also known as “Kisses & Hugs”) for the game. You’ll are the “X’s and O’s” (also known as “Kisses & Hugs”) for the game. You’ll are the “X’s and O’s” (also known as “Kisses & Hugs”) for the game. You’ll 
appreciate all the meticulous detailing of these game pieces that help bring appreciate all the meticulous detailing of these game pieces that help bring 
them to life including Minnie Mouse’s eyelashes, her daisy and bloomers, them to life including Minnie Mouse’s eyelashes, her daisy and bloomers, them to life including Minnie Mouse’s eyelashes, her daisy and bloomers, 

and their tails crafted of delicate filament. Your game board—beautifully and their tails crafted of delicate filament. Your game board—beautifully and their tails crafted of delicate filament. Your game board—beautifully and their tails crafted of delicate filament. Your game board—beautifully and their tails crafted of delicate filament. Your game board—beautifully 
crafted of wood—is expertly designed in a distinctively familar shape.crafted of wood—is expertly designed in a distinctively familar shape.crafted of wood—is expertly designed in a distinctively familar shape.crafted of wood—is expertly designed in a distinctively familar shape.

A premium Disney game at an incredible value!
Your heirloom-quality edition comes complete and ready to play or display. 
All in all, you’ll receive 5 Mickey Mouse “X” game pieces,  5 Minnie Mouse “O” All in all, you’ll receive 5 Mickey Mouse “X” game pieces,  5 Minnie Mouse “O” All in all, you’ll receive 5 Mickey Mouse “X” game pieces,  5 Minnie Mouse “O” All in all, you’ll receive 5 Mickey Mouse “X” game pieces,  5 Minnie Mouse “O” All in all, you’ll receive 5 Mickey Mouse “X” game pieces,  5 Minnie Mouse “O” All in all, you’ll receive 5 Mickey Mouse “X” game pieces,  5 Minnie Mouse “O” All in all, you’ll receive 5 Mickey Mouse “X” game pieces,  5 Minnie Mouse “O” All in all, you’ll receive 5 Mickey Mouse “X” game pieces,  5 Minnie Mouse “O” All in all, you’ll receive 5 Mickey Mouse “X” game pieces,  5 Minnie Mouse “O” All in all, you’ll receive 5 Mickey Mouse “X” game pieces,  5 Minnie Mouse “O” 
game pieces and 1 game board  that can be yours today at the attractive game pieces and 1 game board  that can be yours today at the attractive 
price of $99.96 each*, payable in four installments of just $24.99 each, price of $99.96 each*, payable in four installments of just $24.99 each, 
the first billed before shipment. Of course, our best-in-the-business the first billed before shipment. Of course, our best-in-the-business 

Not available in any store. Act now!
Internet demand has already exceeded expectations for this superb 
presentation so don’t wait to order. Send no money now. Simply presentation so don’t wait to order. Send no money now. Simply 
complete and mail the Reservation Application today!complete and mail the Reservation Application today!complete and mail the Reservation Application today!
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T
V CRIME fighter 
Michael Weatherly 
reveals he had to flee 
for his life when he, 
his ex-wife and their 
toddler son were 

threatened with death by her 
raging, drug-crazed lover.

Shocking court documents 
reveal the terrifying murder 
nightmare began after the 
49-year-old Bull star’s ex — 
soap siren Amelia Heinle — 
plunged into a steamy affair 
with actor Peter Greene.

Known for playing sadistic 
bad guys in hit flicks Pulp Fic-
tion, The Usual Suspects and 
The Mask, Greene, now 52, 
was a real life raging heroin 
and cocaine addict.

But Amelia, 44, who plays 
Victoria Newman on The 
Young and the Restless, was 
so obsessively in love with 
the junkie, she was “pow-
erless to stop herself 
being with Greene” 
even after horrifying 
blowups and physical 
abuse, Michael says.

Michael also feared 
for the safety of then-
two-year-old August.

The former NCIS 
star adds his son’s 
nanny told him 
the cokehead was 
using drugs in 
front of the tot and 
the boy was terri-
fied of Greene.

At 7 a.m. on 
May 23, 1998, 
a hysteri-
cal crying 
A m e l i a 
“ s h o w e d 
up at my 
home with 
red marks 
on her 
neck,” he 
r e c a l l s . 

MURDER NIGHTM
TV HERO 

TESTIFIES 
ABOUT SAVING 
FAMILY FROM 
COKE-CRAZY
ACTOR PETER 

GREENE

HIS OWN
GRIPPING STORY!GRIPPING STORY!
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Michael’s ex Amelia Heinle 
(left), the mother of their son, (left), the mother of their son, 
August (above), was smitten August (above), was smitten 

with Greene with Greene 

Michael as Special 
Agent Anthony 

DiNozzo on NCIS 
(right)
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“Crazed on cocaine … Greene Crazed on cocaine … Greene
hadhad ripped her necklace off as ripped her necklace off as
she tried to flee with August in heshe tried to flee with August in tried to flee with August in
herher arms.”arms.”

She begged Michael to let 
herher and their tyke stay. But and their tyke stay. But
suddenly,suddenly, Greene burst into Greene burst into
Michael’sMichael’s home, tearing off a home, tearing off a
doorknob!doorknob!

The raging druggie 
slammed the hunk 
against a wall.

“He was out of  
control, shaking and 
screaming for Amelia,” 
recalls Michael.

Getting loose, 
Michael dialed 911 
and Greene took 
off before the 

cops came.

After Amelia revealed 
Greene had a gun and had 
threatened to “kill us all,” 
Michael checked them into a 
hotel under an assumed name 
for their safety and filed for a 
restraining order!

“I had to hide Amelia and 
our son in a hotel for over a 
month,” Michael reveals.

Greene says the violent 
episode “never happened,” 
according to a rep for the actor.

Incredibly, love-crazed Ame-
lia was so hooked on Greene, 
she later returned to him.

But Michael, fearing for his 
son’s safety, went to court and 
got full custody of August.

Amazingly, Amelia stayed 
with Greene for several more 
years before dumping him. 
She’s talked about her code-
pendent relationship — saying 
she “always forgave” her part-
ner, believed to be Peter.

Greene has since beaten his 
demons and recently appeared 
in Billy Ray Cyrus’ Netflix  
series, Still the King, playing 
a character named Hank the 
Shank.

MICHAEL WEATHERLY 
URDER NIGHTMARE!

Drug-fueled 
Peter Greene 
stormed into 
Michael’s home 
one morning  
looking for 
Amelia and  
August

GREENE HAD A GUN 
AND HAD THREATENED 

TO ‘KILL US ALL’
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healthreport
Medical news YOU can use!

Vitamin D cuts deadly asthma by 50%Statins combat blood infections!
✚ VITAMIN supplements can cut the risk of severe asthma 
attacks in half!

British researchers found people who added daily tablets 
of vitamin D to their normal asthma treatment decreased 
the chance of a life-threatening attack by 50 percent. 

Scientists believe the vitamin helps alleviate respiratory 
distress by reducing inflammation and warding off viruses. 

 “These results add to the ever-growing body of evidence that vitamin 
D can support immune function as well as bone health,” says lead 
researcher Adrian Martineau.

N
EW research reveals victims of 
dementia often lose their sense of 
smell five years before signs of the 
condition — from mild to extreme 

memory loss — show up. 
A test administered by scientists at 

the University of Chicago found elderly 
patients who cannot identify at least four 
out of five common odors were more than 
twice as likely to develop the disease!

“Loss of the sense of smell is a strong 
signal that something has gone wrong and 
significant damage has been done,” says 
Professor Jayant Pinto, the study leader. 

You can take a similar test with the help 
of a friend. 

JUST FOLLOW THESE EASY STEPS

1. Prepare five different scents: pepper-
mint, fish, a slice of orange, a rose and a 
piece of leather.

2. Ask a pal or relative to lay out each 
smell sample on a separate plate!

3. Put a blindfold on (or shut your eyes), 
and have your assistant help you smell 
each plate.

4. One plate at a time, take a sharp sniff 
and try to determine what it is you are 
smelling.

If you only identify one or two of the 
smells correctly, you may very well be at 
risk and should consult your doctor. Good 
luck! 

✚ POPPING statins — the popular drug used to prevent heart 
disease — can reduce the risk of deadly bacterial infections. disease — can reduce the risk of deadly bacterial infections. 

A Denmark study found patients taking the low-cost drug A Denmark study found patients taking the low-cost drug 
are 30 percent less likely to develop Staphylococcus aureus, a are 30 percent less likely to develop Staphylococcus aureus, a 
potentially lethal bloodstream infection. potentially lethal bloodstream infection. 

Researchers analyzing 30,000 statin users Researchers analyzing 30,000 statin users 
over a 12-year period determined the more over a 12-year period determined the more 
statins users took — for diabetes, heart disease, statins users took — for diabetes, heart disease, 
kidney disease and liver disease — the less likely kidney disease and liver disease — the less likely 
they were to acquire the infection. they were to acquire the infection. 

RxEXTRA

TAKE THE TEST &  
SNIFF OUT 
DEMENTIA



DIRTY CLOTHES 

SPREAD 
BED BUGS! 
AS IF dirty laundry weren’t 

gross enough, scientists say 

it’s a magnet for bed bugs! 

In a study published in the 

journal Scientific Reports, 

researchers reveal the 

creepy critters are hitching 

rides back to the homes of 

unsuspecting travelers via 

soiled clothing that gets 

packed in suitcases. 

The authors cite dirty 

laundry as the reason the 

population of blood-sucking 

parasites has exploded 

across the globe.

The disgusting insects 

spread because when a 

human host is unavailable, 

bed bugs in hotels flock to 

the human scent left behind 

on used garments. 

The theory works hand-in-

hand with previous findings 

linking the bug expansion 

to an increase in cheaper 

airfares. 

“Bed bugs struggle to 

walk up smooth surfaces, so 

when I go traveling I always 

look for those smooth metal 

luggage racks to keep my 

suitcase on,” says lead 

author William Hentley, of 

the University of Sheffield. 

“Failing that, I would keep 

my clothes in a big ziplock 

bag.”

HESES

Hitchhiking bed bugs  
are drawn to the smell of are drawn to the smell of 
your stinky laundry!your stinky laundry!
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MILA KUNIS and hubby Ash-

ton Kutcher won’t be giving 

their children any presents 

for the holidays!

The star of A Bad Moms 

Christmas, which hits the-

aters Nov. 1, says the Scrooge 

move isn’t as harsh as it 

sounds because three-year-

old daughter Wyatt and 

nearly one-year-old son 

Dimitri are too young to  

appreciate gifts. 

“Our [new] tradition is no 

presents for the kids,” insists 

Mila. “They don’t even know 

what they’re expecting — 

they’re just expecting stuff.”

LOUDMOUTH NeNe Leakes got ugly  

 during a stand-up show — when she 

wished a heckler would get raped  

on her way home! 

The Real Housewives of  Atlanta diva  

lashed out at a recent Oakland, Calif., gig 

and an audience member posted video of 

her sick crack, saying, NeNe “tells woman 

in crowd ‘she hopes the Uber driver  

that picks her up RAPES her’ WOW.” 

Nene has since apologized.

NENE LEAKES’ 
RAPE NO-NO!

FOLK rocker Jerry 
Yester, who played Yester, who played 
piano on the Lovin’ piano on the Lovin’ 
Spoonful’s 1965 tune Spoonful’s 1965 tune 
Do You Believe in Do You Believe in 
Magic, was cuffed on Magic, was cuffed on 
kiddie porn charges. kiddie porn charges. 

The 74-year-old The 74-year-old 
faces 30 counts of faces 30 counts of 
possession of child possession of child 
pornography and pornography and 
was released on a was released on a 

$35,000 bond, ac-$35,000 bond, ac-
cording to Arkansas’ cording to Arkansas’ 
Boone County  Boone County  
Sheriff’s Dept. Sheriff’s Dept. 

Yester was a ses-Yester was a ses-
sion musician for sion musician for 
Lovin’ Spoonful Lovin’ Spoonful 
before becoming part before becoming part 
of the group in 1968 of the group in 1968 
and also produced an and also produced an 
album for fellow ’60s album for fellow ’60s 
hitmakers The Turtles.hitmakers The Turtles.

BIG SPOONFUL OF TROUBLE!

Yester was 
busted earlier 

this month

MILA & 
ASHTON

ARE 
GRINCHES!



F
IXER Upper stars 
Chip and Joanna 
Gaines are all about 
nailing down the 

greenbacks, sources say 
— and that’s why they’re 
quitting the show!

The popular HGTV 
house-flippers recently 
announced their upcom-
ing fifth season would be 
their last.

The couple said they 
wanted to “take a breath” 
and spend more time with 
their four children and 
growing businesses.

But insiders say their 
current TV deal is expir-
ing, and they’re hoping 
to hammer out a big 
bucks payday!

“They are using this 
end of their contract as 
a total renegotiation to 
get the deal they really 
want — more money, 
less work, more con-
trol,” tattles one source.

Fixer Upper has 
been on the air since 
May 2013, and it’s 
made Chip and Joanna 
household names, while 
boosting their Waco,  
Texas-based Magnolia 
Market and other busi-
nesses.

But they originally 
signed “horrible con-
tracts” with HGTV parent 
Scripps that were “very 
restrictive,” says an in-
sider.

“The talent can’t do 
anything without their ap-
proval,” tattles the insider.

“On top of that, Scripps 
takes a big percentage of 
everything you make — 
book, appearances, en-
dorsements, products. If 
you make money, they 
take most of it.”

Although HGTV cut the 

Gaines some slack, like 
not taking a percentage 
of their Target collection, 
they were still forced “to 
shoot long days,” and 
“work their butts off,” 
squeals the snitch.

Now Scripps is being 
sold, and the couple is 
gambling they can negoti-
ate a better deal.

“They are rolling the 
dice the new owners 
will come running after 
them and give them the 
deal they want,” says the 
source.
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FIXER UPPER
SCREW JOB!

KIM K FEARS
SHE’S FREAKY!

THE SKINNY ON 
JERSEY JOE

Reality couple
QUIT over 
money NOT 
quiet time

Joanna and Chip Gaines want 
more money and to work lessmore money and to work less

JOE GUIDICE, hubby JOE GUIDICE, hubby 
of The Real House-of The Real House-
wives of New Jersey wives of New Jersey 
star Teresa Guidice, star Teresa Guidice, 
is getting buff is getting buff 
behind bars behind bars 
— and has — and has 
worked off worked off 
40 pounds!40 pounds!

Now Teresa, Now Teresa, 
45, who said she 45, who said she 
had “no idea” if she’ll still be married when had “no idea” if she’ll still be married when 
Joe finishes his fraud sentence in 2019, Joe finishes his fraud sentence in 2019, 
may be changing her tune.may be changing her tune.

Her gym rat husband “looks really, really Her gym rat husband “looks really, really 
good!” gushes Teresa.good!” gushes Teresa.

“He’s really cut up, really chiseled. He’s “He’s really cut up, really chiseled. He’s 
not puffy anymore!”not puffy anymore!”

Puffy Joe 
has lost 

40 pounds 
in prison!

KIM KARDASHIAN had a full-on freak-

out — on TV — when “body shamers” 

mocked photos of her lumpy butt earlier 

this year.

During a recently aired episode of her 

reality series, the grotesque diva says 

she wept over the unflattering shots of 

her in a skimpy thong and insisted, “I 

literally don’t look like this,” implying the 

cameras lied about her gigantic asset.

The 36-year-old mother of two ad-

mits: “I’m so insecure.” There’s no 

wonder why!

Critics had a field day when they saw 
Kim’s lumpy rumpKim’s lumpy rump
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Expertly crafted of tan cotton 

canvas with fl annel lined interior

Corduroy collar and cuff accents  

Faux leather patch embossed 

with John Wayne’s signature sewn 

in at the neck

Signature 

John Wayne
Stockade Jacket

NOT 

AVAILABLE AVAILABLE 

IN STORESIN STORES

Inspired by the 

jacket John Wayne 

wore in many 

of his classic 

western fi lms!

©2017 The Bradford Exchange  01-22289-001-EIB©2017 The Bradford Exchange  01-22289-001-EIB

Own the West... Just Like “DUKEÓ 

A Custom Apparel Exclusive 
Available Only from Available Only from 

The Bradford ExchangeThe Bradford Exchange

*For information on sales tax you may owe to your state, *For information on sales tax you may owe to your state, 
go to bradfordexchange.com/use-taxgo to bradfordexchange.com/use-taxgo to bradfordexchange.com/use-tax

Signature

Mrs. Mr. Ms.Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

City                                                                        State            ZipCity                                                                        State            Zip

EmailEmail

E21601E21601

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL 60714-13939345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL 60714-1393

PRIORITY RESERVATION                                SEND NO MONEY NOW

YES.  Please reserve the Signature John Wayne Stockade Jacket in 
the size checked below for me as described in this announcement.   the size checked below for me as described in this announcement.   

Please Respond Promptly

���Medium (38-40)  01-22289-011        � XL (46-48)  01-22289-013   ���Medium (38-40)  01-22289-011        � XL (46-48)  01-22289-013   

���Large (42-44)  01-22289-012           ��XXL (50-52)  01-22289-014���Large (42-44)  01-22289-012           ��XXL (50-52)  01-22289-014���Large (42-44)  01-22289-012           ��XXL (50-52)  01-22289-014���Large (42-44)  01-22289-012           ��XXL (50-52)  01-22289-014

With a legendary career as a noble hero, along with a much-admired striking presence, With a legendary career as a noble hero, along with a much-admired striking presence, With a legendary career as a noble hero, along with a much-admired striking presence, With a legendary career as a noble hero, along with a much-admired striking presence, 
nobody embodies classic Western movies like John Wayne. Now you can wear a fitting nobody embodies classic Western movies like John Wayne. Now you can wear a fitting 
tribute to this iconic star of the silver screen with our rugged yet handsome Signature tribute to this iconic star of the silver screen with our rugged yet handsome Signature 

John Wayne Stockade Jacket. John Wayne Stockade Jacket. 
 Available only from The Bradford Exchange, this casual jacket was inspired by the same  Available only from The Bradford Exchange, this casual jacket was inspired by the same 
jacket John Wayne wore in many of his classic western films! Masterfully crafted of desert jacket John Wayne wore in many of his classic western films! Masterfully crafted of desert jacket John Wayne wore in many of his classic western films! Masterfully crafted of desert jacket John Wayne wore in many of his classic western films! Masterfully crafted of desert jacket John Wayne wore in many of his classic western films! Masterfully crafted of desert 
tan cotton canvas with flannel lining, this comfortable jacket is designed for rugged good tan cotton canvas with flannel lining, this comfortable jacket is designed for rugged good tan cotton canvas with flannel lining, this comfortable jacket is designed for rugged good 
looks and classic western style. The rough and tough jacket also features a corduroy collar looks and classic western style. The rough and tough jacket also features a corduroy collar looks and classic western style. The rough and tough jacket also features a corduroy collar looks and classic western style. The rough and tough jacket also features a corduroy collar 
and cuff accents, and a classic 5 button front closure. A faux leather patch embossed with and cuff accents, and a classic 5 button front closure. A faux leather patch embossed with and cuff accents, and a classic 5 button front closure. A faux leather patch embossed with 
John Wayne’s signature is sewn in at the neck, so you can show you’re a fan wherever the John Wayne’s signature is sewn in at the neck, so you can show you’re a fan wherever the 

trail may take you! The jacket has a roomy fit, and 4 front flap pockets on the chest and trail may take you! The jacket has a roomy fit, and 4 front flap pockets on the chest and trail may take you! The jacket has a roomy fit, and 4 front flap pockets on the chest and 
waistline. It’s a wonderful way to honor the enduring spirit of a true American icon!waistline. It’s a wonderful way to honor the enduring spirit of a true American icon!waistline. It’s a wonderful way to honor the enduring spirit of a true American icon!waistline. It’s a wonderful way to honor the enduring spirit of a true American icon!

An Outstanding Value... Satisfaction GuaranteedAn Outstanding Value... Satisfaction GuaranteedAn Outstanding Value... Satisfaction Guaranteed
This custom jacket is a remarkable value at $149.95*, and you can pay for it in 4 easy This custom jacket is a remarkable value at $149.95*, and you can pay for it in 4 easy 
installments of $37.48 each. To order yours, in men’s sizes from M-XXL, backed by our installments of $37.48 each. To order yours, in men’s sizes from M-XXL, backed by our installments of $37.48 each. To order yours, in men’s sizes from M-XXL, backed by our installments of $37.48 each. To order yours, in men’s sizes from M-XXL, backed by our installments of $37.48 each. To order yours, in men’s sizes from M-XXL, backed by our 
unconditional 30-day guarantee, you need send no money now... just fill out and mail in unconditional 30-day guarantee, you need send no money now... just fill out and mail in unconditional 30-day guarantee, you need send no money now... just fill out and mail in 
your Priority Reservation today!your Priority Reservation today!your Priority Reservation today!your Priority Reservation today!

*Plus a total of $15.99 shipping and service; see bradfordexchange.com. Please allow 2-4 weeks after initial payment for shipment. *Plus a total of $15.99 shipping and service; see bradfordexchange.com. Please allow 2-4 weeks after initial payment for shipment. 
Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance. Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance. 

bradfordexchange.com/stockadejacketbradfordexchange.com/stockadejacketbradfordexchange.com/stockadejacket



N
OT all celebrities are self-
absorbed, big-mouthed, 
poor-mannered jerks!

For every walking 
embarrassment like Rosie 
O’Donnell, Justin Bieber, 
Kris Jenner, Lena Dunham 
or Madonna, there are stars 
who act with dignity and are 
able to focus on their fellow 
human beings — as opposed to 
themselves!

In fact, some even give back 
to charity. Here are a few heroes 
who shame Hollywood’s zeroes! 

One beloved star — Sandra 
Bullock — may have dubious 
judgment when it comes to men. 
But her taste in movies and 
charity is excellent!

She’s just donated $1 million 
to the Red Cross to help the 
victims of Hurricane Harvey.

We’re equally impressed by 
lower-profile names who act 
with grace. 

As creator of medical thriller 
series Rizzoli & Isles, best-selling 
author Tess Gerritsen could be 
living the life of Riley. Instead, 
the former doctor, whose father 
died of Alzheimer’s, uses her 
work to battle the disease!

She asks fans to donate 
money to support Alzheimer’s 
research. In exchange they 
become eligible to have their 
name — or the name of a loved — 
in her next book! 

So far she’s raised $75,000!
Remember Pat Benatar? The 

1980s rocker behind Hit Me With 
Your Best Shot is firing away at 
inequality with the release of 
her new song, Shine. 

With each copy sold, 100 
percent of the proceeds go to a 
foundation dedicated to giving 
scholarships to women pursuing 
public service, government or 
science careers!

Of course, there’s one star 
who dwarfs everyone when it 
comes to giving: Paul Newman! 

The actor has been dead for 
nine years. But his Newman’s 
Own Foundation gave away $23 
million in 2015 — and has now 
given away HALF A BILLION 
DOLLARS to charitable 
causes since launching in 
1982.

Talk about a 
superstar! 

Most of the greedy 
celebs in Hollywood 
aren’t even worthy 
of speaking Paul’s 
name! 

Dumbasses!

ELBA’S TASTE FOR TOES! GWYN’S BAD MEDICINE!

 Pat Benatar 

 Sandra Bullock 

 Tess Gerritsen 

YA GOTTA
HAVE HEART!
These stars shine bright

KATE Winslet has exposed hunky actor Idris 
Elba’s secret kink! He has a foot fetish!

The actress, 42, discovered his bizarre passion 
while filming sex scenes with the Wire stud for 
their new flick, The Mountain Between Us. 

“We got naked,” Kate confesses. “But Idris 
asked me to keep my socks on. I thought 
he didn’t like feet, but it is the opposite 
— Idris loves feet.”

The macho actor, 45, confesses: 
“I’ve just got a bit of a thing.”

e

DESPERATE 
for dough, 
goofball 

 Gwyneth Paltrow 
has announced she wants to 
launch her own TV series on 
far-out medicine!

Sources say she’s pitching 
The Radical Wellness Show, 
featuring the vaginal-steaming 
advocate — who also peddles 

$15,000 dildos — reporting on 
health issues! 

As GLOBE reported on Oct. 
23, a consumer watchdog 
group slammed Paltrow’s Goop 
lifestyle website for “deceptive 
claims” and an insider says 
the potential cash crisis  
has the Iron Man actress 
“feeling pressure to rejigger 
her acting career.”

Co-star’s feet 
were just too 
much for Idris

G
D
f
g

G
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TALK!TALK!TALK!
STRAIGHTHT

GLOBEÕS 
NO-NONSENSE  

OPINION  
PAGELK!

 Paul 
 Newman 
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Find the item that breaks the pattern. 
Circle and send to us! 

How to enter & contest rules, page 56.

ACROSS
1. Actress daughter of 
Francis Ford Coppola
3. TV comedy starring 
Bob Denver, __ Island
7. Mary Poppins actor, Dick __
9. John Wayne’s character 
in True Grit, __ Cogburn
11. Drama that won the five 
major Academy Awards, One 
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s __
13. Footloose actor, Kevin __
14. Rodgers and Hart song sung 
by Frank Sinatra & others, __ Moon
17. Shirley MacLaine comedy 
drama, __ of Endearment
18. Cartoon voice master, Mel __
19. Actress who played 
Abby in ER, __ Tierney
21. Bruce Lee kung fu 
classic, __ the Dragon
23. Casablanca cafe owner 
portrayed by Humphrey 
Bogart, __ Blaine
24. Ben Stiller’s comedian dad
27. Star Wars opening 
crawl text, “A __ time ago in 
a galaxy far, far away”
30. Vanilla Ice hit, Ice __
31. Lynn’s acting sister, 
__ Redgrave
33. Jazzman, Duke __
34. Batman’s alter ego, Bruce __

DOWN
1. Marilyn Monroe film 
with the iconic white-dress 
scene, The __ Year Itch

2. Al Pacino football 
drama, __ Given Sunday
3. Thelma & Louise star,  
__ Davis
4. Film about a tough gangster 
holding people captive in 
a Florida hotel, Key __
5. Hit TV show, American __
6. Marlon Brando and Vivien 
Leigh drama, A __ Named Desire 
8. Brian Hyland classic, 
Itsy Bitsy Teenie Weenie 
Yellow Polka __ Bikini
10. Gene Pitney hit, Twenty 
Four Hours from __
12. Sean Connery and 
Paul McCartney’s title
15. Narnia lion
16. Rick Moranis comedy, 
Honey, __ Up the Kid
17. Nicole Kidman’s ex-husband
20. TV espionage series  
starring Robert Vaughn, 
The Man from __
22. John Travolta and 
Kirstie Alley comedy sequel, 
Look Who’s Talking __
25. Raiders of the 
Lost Ark setting
26. Edgar Allan Poe 
poem, The __
27. Malcolm X director, Spike __
28. Actress who became 
Princess of Monaco, __ Kelly
29. Kate Hudson’s actress 
mother, Goldie __
32. Tom Jones hit, 
What’s __, Pussycat

CROSSWORD
Fill out the puzzle for fun and profit! 
How to enter & contest rules, page 56.

b ll

PRIZEP

$$
PP

$100$100

ONE OF A KIND!
FUN NEW
CONTEST!CONTEST!

WIN $100

24 25

3 Down



Emotions run high on Monday — a time to step 
back and refrain from saying what you really back and refrain from saying what you really 
think! Instead, carve a pumpkin or two and stock think! Instead, carve a pumpkin or two and stock 

up on candy for Tuesday’s trick-or-treaters. Someone up on candy for Tuesday’s trick-or-treaters. Someone 
new to the neighborhood quickly becomes a fast friend! new to the neighborhood quickly becomes a fast friend! 
Saturday is a good time to start a healthy new diet!Saturday is a good time to start a healthy new diet!

Dressing up for Halloween could put you in the Dressing up for Halloween could put you in the 
arms of a sexy stranger! Go for it! A midweek arms of a sexy stranger! Go for it! A midweek 
phone call brings the money news you’ve been phone call brings the money news you’ve been 
waiting for. Pamper yourself during the full moon in waiting for. Pamper yourself during the full moon in 
your sign Friday — you deserve it! The weekend brings your sign Friday — you deserve it! The weekend brings 
a chance to shop till you drop — for free! a chance to shop till you drop — for free! 

It’s time to make a choice that feels spookily scary, It’s time to make a choice that feels spookily scary, 
Twin. But thankfully, Mercury meeting Saturn says Twin. But thankfully, Mercury meeting Saturn says 
it’s not set in stone! Midweek, someone’s self-it’s not set in stone! Midweek, someone’s self-

centered side could spell the end of a relationship — just centered side could spell the end of a relationship — just 
as new romance is heading your way! The weekend as new romance is heading your way! The weekend 
brings cash linked to a former job.  brings cash linked to a former job.  

Stop — take another look at that offer before Stop — take another look at that offer before 
you toss it! The stars say it’s a winner that could you toss it! The stars say it’s a winner that could 
bring you financial security! The Taurus full moon bring you financial security! The Taurus full moon 

heightens your need for comfort — and a Capricorn heightens your need for comfort — and a Capricorn 
steers you to bargains on cozy cushions and covers.  steers you to bargains on cozy cushions and covers.  

A stranger wearing orange is worth another glance!A stranger wearing orange is worth another glance!

Your perfectionist tendencies are in high Your perfectionist tendencies are in high 
gear, but mistakes are only human, Lion. gear, but mistakes are only human, Lion. 
Look for a bank error midweek, but don’t Look for a bank error midweek, but don’t 

be alarmed — it’ll be rectified in your favor! An be alarmed — it’ll be rectified in your favor! An 
energy boost gets you started on projects you’ve energy boost gets you started on projects you’ve 
been postponing. A contest comes to your door been postponing. A contest comes to your door 
duringduring the Gemini moon Sunday! theduring the Gemini moon Sunday! Geminiduring the Gemini moon Sunday! moonduring the Gemini moon Sunday! Sunday!during the Gemini moon Sunday! 

Strike while the iron is hot Monday for the Strike while the iron is hot Monday for the 
big-ticket item you’ve been considering big-ticket item you’ve been considering 
buying. Waiting could cost you big bucks! buying. Waiting could cost you big bucks! 
Neglecting your health needs to care for another Neglecting your health needs to care for another 
makes you useless to everyone! It’s not selfish to makes you useless to everyone! It’s not selfish to 
take time for yourself! take time for yourself! 

Like a bug in a spider web, someone’s Like a bug in a spider web, someone’s 
demands have you feeling trapped. But you can demands have you feeling trapped. But you can 
escape when the moon’s in Aries Thursday! Turn escape when the moon’s in Aries Thursday! Turn 

a keen eye on your home later — it’s time to repair that a keen eye on your home later — it’s time to repair that 
leaky faucet and touch up the paint. Looking for love? leaky faucet and touch up the paint. Looking for love? 
Someone whose name begins with H is waiting! Someone whose name begins with H is waiting! 

Focusing on the future might make you Focusing on the future might make you 
miss an opportunity being handed to you today miss an opportunity being handed to you today 
— look up, Scorpian! Ideas come fast and furious — look up, Scorpian! Ideas come fast and furious 
midweek — keep a notepad handy to jot them down! Avoid a midweek — keep a notepad handy to jot them down! Avoid a 
post-Halloween candy binge — you’ll only regret it! Saturday post-Halloween candy binge — you’ll only regret it! Saturday 
brings a travel offer you can’t refuse. brings a travel offer you can’t refuse. 

Don’t dismiss the advice of a friend on that Don’t dismiss the advice of a friend on that 
personal matter midweek. She’s been through personal matter midweek. She’s been through 
this before and her words are worth heeding! The this before and her words are worth heeding! The 

Taurus full moon encourages changes in appearance. A Taurus full moon encourages changes in appearance. A 
snazzy outfit? New hair color? Do it now for results you’ll snazzy outfit? New hair color? Do it now for results you’ll 
love! The number nine promises special luck.love! The number nine promises special luck.

Unleash your ambitions in money matters — you’re Unleash your ambitions in money matters — you’re 
eerily accurate when it comes to predicting how to eerily accurate when it comes to predicting how to 
make a fast buck now! This is the time to ask for a make a fast buck now! This is the time to ask for a 
job, make an investment, even take a gamble! The Gemini job, make an investment, even take a gamble! The Gemini 
moon at the weekend helps you turn a family squabble moon at the weekend helps you turn a family squabble 
into a timely truce. into a timely truce. 

Monday’s Pisces moon helps you ask for what Monday’s Pisces moon helps you ask for what 
you want, be it a pay raise or help with chores! you want, be it a pay raise or help with chores! 
Save your strength later — Mercury moving into Save your strength later — Mercury moving into 

Sagittarius Sunday is bringing exciting and demanding Sagittarius Sunday is bringing exciting and demanding 
developments involving family or finances. Make holiday developments involving family or finances. Make holiday 
plans now to get the best travel deals.plans now to get the best travel deals.

The week gets off to a great start when you The week gets off to a great start when you 
attend a Halloween party in full costume. Single? attend a Halloween party in full costume. Single? 
It could lead to romance! Tempted to go holiday It could lead to romance! Tempted to go holiday 
shopping? The cosmos says: Don’t! Wait two weeks for the shopping? The cosmos says: Don’t! Wait two weeks for the 
best bargains! A sickly pet keeps you up nights, but Venus best bargains! A sickly pet keeps you up nights, but Venus 
promises a fast recovery!promises a fast recovery!

ARIES March 21 - April 20 TAURUS April 21 - May 21

GEMINI May 22 - June 21 CANCER June 22 - July 22

LEO July 23 - August 23 VIRGO August 24 - September 22

LIBRA September 23 - October 23 SCORPIO October 24 - November 22

SAGITTARIUS November 23 - December 21 CAPRICORN December 22 - January 20

AQUARIUS January 21 - February 18 PISCES February 19 - March 20

HENRY 
WINKLER     
turns  72

on Oct. 30on Oct. 30

ssCELEBRITY

BIRTHDAY

YOUR HOROSCOPE
For the week of October 30 – November 5Emily Hamer-West

by
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FRAMEWORK WIN $100!

GOOD LUCK!

SOLUTION FOR WEEK #39

For more great puzzles visit www.PennyDellPuzzles.com
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PUZZLES

HOW TO ENTER

Spot the Differences #44 
P.O. Box 7019, New York, NY 10008  P.O. Box 7019, New York, NY 10008  

Please print clearly. Please print clearly. 

SEND QUIZ ENTRY ONLY. DO NOT INCLUDE MAIL  SEND QUIZ ENTRY ONLY. DO NOT INCLUDE MAIL  
TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS. Please print clearly. TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS. Please print clearly. 
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CASH!

WIN
$150!
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These words are listed in alphabetical 
order according to length. Fit them into order according to length. Fit them into 
their proper places in the Framework. their proper places in the Framework. 
This puzzle has been started for you with This puzzle has been started for you with 
the entry PICTURE. Now find a five-letter the entry PICTURE. Now find a five-letter 
entry starting with P. Continue working entry starting with P. Continue working 
this way until the puzzle is completed.this way until the puzzle is completed.

You can win a $100 cash prize for the You can win a $100 cash prize for the 
first complete, correct Framework first complete, correct Framework 
solution pulled from our mailbag. Get solution pulled from our mailbag. Get 
out your luckiest pencil and solve this out your luckiest pencil and solve this 
puzzle, then send your answer to:puzzle, then send your answer to:

GLOBE FRAMEWORK #44GLOBE FRAMEWORK #44
P.O. Box 7019P.O. Box 7019
New York, NY 10008New York, NY 10008
Entry must be received by November 13.  Entry must be received by November 13.  

Fun With FeltFun With Felt

3 Letters3 Letters
ArtArt
CapCap
ToyToy

4 Letters4 Letters
CapeCape
RingRing
SeamSeam

5 Letters5 Letters
CraftCraft
DecorDecor
EaselEasel
EdgedEdged

FrameFrame
PursePurse
ScarfScarf
TunicTunic
TypesTypes

6 Letters 6 Letters 
AfghanAfghan
LabelsLabels
LayoutLayout

7 Letters7 Letters
Picture 3Picture 3
SlipperSlipper

8 Letters8 Letters
BellpullBellpull
Floor matFloor mat
MonogramMonogram

9 Letters9 Letters
Book coverBook cover
CreationsCreations
LampshadeLampshade
PotholderPotholder
Tree skirtTree skirt

Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase necessary. Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase necessary. 
Odds of winning depend on the number of correct entries received. Odds of winning depend on the number of correct entries received. 
THIS CONTEST IS VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. The name of THIS CONTEST IS VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. The name of 
the winners may be obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped the winners may be obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped 
envelope to GLOBE #44 FRAMEWORK WINNERS, P.O.  Box 7019, envelope to GLOBE #44 FRAMEWORK WINNERS, P.O.  Box 7019, 
New York, NY 10008. All entries become property of American New York, NY 10008. All entries become property of American 
Media, Inc. Selection of winning entrants for the contest will be Media, Inc. Selection of winning entrants for the contest will be 
on November 13, 2017, at our offices in New York. Any information on November 13, 2017, at our offices in New York. Any information 
entrants provide to sponsor may be used to communicate with entrants provide to sponsor may be used to communicate with 
entrant for sponsor’s, or third party, marketing purposes. Prize will entrant for sponsor’s, or third party, marketing purposes. Prize will 
be awarded in the form of a check. Check is valid for six months be awarded in the form of a check. Check is valid for six months 
from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash check within from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash check within 
six months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, prize will be six months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, prize will be 
forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.

PLAY SPOT THE DIFFERENCES!

Spot 10 differences between our cartoons.  
Slight color differences DON’T COUNT.Slight color differences DON’T COUNT.

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOVEMBER 13, 2017 ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOVEMBER 13, 2017 

Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________Name _______________________________________________________

Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________
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C E L E B R I T Y  N E W S

A 
GIANT hole that’s cratered in 

Melanie Griffith’s schnozz is 

the result of cutting out skin 

cancer!

“Her nose has been cauter-

ized, which is a procedure that regularly 

follows cancer surgery,” New York inter-

nist Dr. Stuart Fischer tells GLOBE.

Such a massive scar indicates the 

surgery was “extensive,” he adds. 

“It was clearly done to remove a skin 

cancer — likely a basal cell carcinoma.”

The Working Girl star, 60, has 

admitted she’s gone overboard with 

plastic surgery in a desperate bid to 

look younger.

Melanie says she didn’t realize how 

freakish she’d become “until people 

started saying, ‘Oh, my God, what has 

she done?’”

But she’ll need reconstructive 

surgery to repair the colossal crater, 

says Dr. Fischer, who has not treated 

Melanie.

“If not treated, it can be even more 

disfiguring,” he warns.

M
ACHO actor Mickey Rourke says he’s 

“pretty again” after getting his sixth 

nose job!

The Wrestler star needed the new 

work to fix his busted-up mug — a  

victim of boxing blasts and botched  

cosmetic procedures. 

Rourke made his pretty quip in a post of 

a photo of himself in a hospital bed with a 

 bandage on his face and his Beverly Hills 

 surgeon by his side.

The 65-year-old actor and former fighter 

— who’s had his nose broken twice in the ring 

— revealed in 2009 he’d had five surgeries on 

his snout and one on a smashed cheekbone. 

“Most of it was to mend the mess of my face 

because of the boxing,” he says, adding he 

initially went to the ”wrong guy” for surgery.

MICKEY GETS
NEW SNIFFER!

Rourke’s 
honker (in 

2016, right) 
had been 

wrecked by 
boxing and 

bad surgery

Melanie’s deep schnozzle wound is the 
result of basal cell carcinoma, say docs

Mickey in 
1988 (left) 
and earlier 
this month  
(right) with 
Dr. Karan 
Dhir 

CANCER OP 
LEAVES
MASSIVE 
CRATER IN 
MELANIE’S 
SNOUT

NOBODY
NOSE

THE
TROUBLE
THEY’VE
SEEN!

Melaniie’s deepp schhnnozzle wounnd is thhe



It’s Better

Invention of the Year
PERSONAL SOUND AMPLIFICATION PRODUCT (PSAP)

IT’S NOT A HEARING AID

Perfect Choice HD Ultra™ is simple to use, hard to see and easy to afford… 

Understand what 
people are saying... 

the first time

Now you 

don’tdon’t

Now you see it...Now you see it...

COMFORTCOMFORT

SOUND QUALITYSOUND QUALITY

FITTING REQUIRED?FITTING REQUIRED?

ONE-ON-ONE SETUPONE-ON-ONE SETUP

SENIOR AND MILITARY DISCOUNTSSENIOR AND MILITARY DISCOUNTS

Less than 1 ounceLess than 1 ounce

Excellent: Optimized for speechExcellent: Optimized for speech:Excellent: Optimized for speechOptimized for speech

No

Free

Yes

If you are one of the 48 million 
Americans suffering from hearing 
loss, we have great news for you. 
An innovative team of doctors and 
engineers have teamed up to create 
a truly revolutionary personal sound 
amplifier. It’s not a hearing aid- those 
require trips to the audiologist, 
hearing tests and can cost as much as 
$5,000. It’s also not a cheap amplifier 
that just makes everything louder, 
making it virtually impossible to hear 
conversations. It’s Perfect Choice HD 
UltraTM… and it may be the perfect 
solution for you.

Perfect Choice HD UltraTM is the first 
PSAP that features Dynamic Speech 
Optimization (DSO). This technology 
enables the device to prioritize the 
spoken word over other sounds. 
These noises are generally in different 
frequencies than voices, but they 
can drown out the words and make 
conversations hard to understand. 
This invention targets the frequencies 
of the human voice and amplifies the 
words. It’s even designed to diminish 
feedback even at higher volumes, 
so you can customize your hearing 
experience to meet your needs. Just 
imagine how great it will feel to be 
able to understand what people are 
saying… the first time they say it.

That’s only the beginning. This unit 
is small and lightweight at less than 
an ounce, so it hides discreetly and 
comfortably behind your ear. The only 
way people will know you have it on 
is if you tell them. Plus, its moisture 
resistant coating make it durable– you 
could even leave it in when you take a 
shower! There’s no fitting or hearing 
test required, so it’s ready to use right 
out of the box. Once it’s arrived, a 
helpful product expert will provide 
a one-on-one set up over the phone 
so you’ll get the maximum benefit 
from this new technology. Call now, 
and you’ll find out for yourself why so 
many people love their Perfect Choice 
HD UltraTM. Call now, and be sure and 
ask about special discounts for Seniors 
and Military personnel.

Perfect Choice HD UltraPerfect Choice HD UltraTM  TM  

is perfect for...is perfect for...is perfect for...

• Watching TV • Restaurants • Watching TV • Restaurants 

• Dinner parties • Lectures • Dinner parties • Lectures 

• Outdoor conversations• Outdoor conversations
• Sermons

…and other times where you …and other times where you 
need to turn up the volumeneed to turn up the volume

NEW
Dynamic  SpeechOptimization

Perfect Choice HD Ultra is not a hearing aid. If you believe 

you need a hearing aid, please consult a physician.

Call now toll free

1-877-636-2492
Please mention promotional code 106988.

1998 Ruffin Mill Road, Colonial Heights, VA  23834
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Now With DSO!
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RAPPER Nelly was 

arrested for rape in Wash-

ington, but the star’s 

lawyer insists the lady is 

a liar — and he’s got proof!

A 21-year-old Seattle 

resident claims she got 

“tipsy” while partying 

with the Hot in Herre 

singer and went back to 

his tour bus, where the 

alleged assault occurred.

But Nelly’s lawyer 

slammed the woman for 

seeking “money, fame and 

notoriety.”

The rapper was released 

and not charged with 

any crime, pending an 

investigation.

BOX OFFICE 
LEGEND NOW A 

FORGOTTEN MAN

HOLLYWOOD SNUBS
BREAK BURT’S HEART!

Directors (from left) Martin Scorsese, Francis 
Coppola, Sidney Lumet and Brian De Palma

A
ILING former movie box office king 
Burt Reynolds is spending his last 
days broke, crippled from movie 
stunt injuries and bitter about the 

behavior and ignorance of today’s young 
actors.

The 81-year-old Smokey and the Bandit 
star is miffed that today’s millennials have 
turned their back on classic Hollywood.  

“There’s a bunch of actors now that 
really don’t give a s**t about old films and 
old actors … of which I am one,” he notes.

Ironically, the Deliverance star is also 
bitter about being snubbed by many of 
the Tinseltown crowd. He never worked 
for the big shot East Coast directors like 
Martin Scorsese, Francis Coppola, Sidney 
Lumet and Brian De Palma.

“At the time, I was blamed for whatever 
it was anyone didn’t like about Holly-
wood,” he says.

He recalls dining with Clint Eastwood 
and getting the cold shoulder by a bunch 
of New York directors at another table. 

“We stopped at the table on our way 

out and said hello,” he recalls. “I saw 
their faces drop. I kept walking — but 

it was one of the most obvious put-downs 
I’ve ever experienced.”

Burt walks with a cane due to agoniz-
ing back injuries from stunts. He also lost 
a fortune with bad investments and was 
forced to auction off most of his Holly-
wood mementos to pay his mortgage and 
a divorce settlement to ex Loni Anderson.

So he’s constantly working in smaller 
films. 

He co-stars with Modern Family’s 
19-year-old beauty Ariel Winter in the 
new comedy Dog Years.

And Burt admits he had to give the 
curvaceous star a mini-lecture when she 
first came on the set — about her filthy 
language.

“She said the f–word 38 times in her 
opening sentence,” Burt recalls.

“After about the fifth round I stopped 
and took her behind the flat and said, 
‘You’ve got to earn that kind of stuff.’”

Were these celeb look–alikes separated at birth?

SPOT THE EVIL TWIN

 Pauley Perrette  Elisabeth Moss 

T!!
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Burt had to 
give teenage 
Ariel Winter 
(left) a talking 
to when they 
worked on  
Dog Years

The broke 
Smokey and 

the Bandit star 
is still working 

in smaller films

THE HEAT’S ON RAPPER NELLY!
›› When you  

do the  

common 

things in 

life in an 

uncommon 

way, you will 

command 

the attention 

of the world.

— George 

Washington hinWashington 

CCarver 
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$Total

$Residents of FL add 7% sales tax.

4.91$
Add shipping & handling of $4.91 per order!
Save when you buy more than one bra!
Same S/H no matter how many you buy!

If you are not
completely satisfied
with your purchase,

simply return it within
90 days, for any reason,

and your purchase
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will be refunded.

90 Day
Return Policy!
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Comfort
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code in the coupon.

1-800-
560-6100
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to use information from your check to clear
it electronically. Funds may be withdrawn

from your account as soon as the same day we
receive your payment, and you will not receive
your check back from your financial institution.

Send To: Primo Comfort,
Dept XTA284, PO Box 17877,

Sarasota, FL 34276
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XTA284Enter this value

code at checkout:

WWW.PRIMOCOMFORT.COM
ORDER ONLINE TODAY!

Wide back
erases

back fat!

A - B - C - D - DD - E

One cup stretches
to perfectly fit

Cups are stretchable, but still
gives perfect support. Band

under bust to give superior sup-
port and lift without underwire!

HOOKS!
NO

Comfort Lace Bra is the revolutionary bra 
concept that has women all over the 
country giving up their daily struggle with 
uncomfortable bras! It’s really good-
looking with the lace bolooking with the lace border all over the bra! 
It’s so comfortable, supportive and shaping, 
that it sculpts your bust to perfection, and 
gives it a super-lift! The bra has built-in pads 
for extra support and volume (the pads are 
easy to remove). And It’s so soft for your skin 
– some women even go to sleep with it! 
Whether you’Whether you’re a petite size or a full figured 
woman, you’ll have a bra that eliminates top 
bulges and back fat! Stretches to easily fit 
from cup size A to cup size E. So easy to slip 
on or off. Fashion import with material 92% 
nylon/8% spandex. Machine wash. Choose 
between 7 colors! Size S/M - 3XL.

Look Up To 10
Years Younger!
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End Sag And Get A Gorgeous Bust Lift!

JUST STOP IT!
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D
AREDEVIL WWE fixture Shane 
McMahon took a terrifying 
20-foot plunge off a steel cage 
mid-match, suffering multiple 

injuries — including broken ribs and a 
dislocated shoulder!

The 47-year-old son of WWE owner 
Vince McMahon and U.S. Small 

Business Administration boss 
Linda Marie McMahon made the jaw-
dropping leap during the Hell in a Cell 
event to take out heated rival Kevin 
Owens.

But as Shane plummeted, Kevin got 
out of the way — leaving Shane to 
splinter the announcers’ table. He was 
rushed to the hospital!

Shane tried 
to land on his 

opponent, Kevin 
Owens (below) — 
but missed and 

suffered injuries 

C E L E B R I T Y  N E W S

THE 
FALL 
GUY!
WWE wrestler
Shane McMahon’s
steel cage stunt goes 

HORRIBLY WRONG

JACKIE CHAN’S estranged daughter 

has come out as a lesbian, praising 

social media followers for their “support 

and love.” 

But Etta Ng, 17, also complains she’s 

being mocked in local newspapers! 

The teen’s mom is former beauty 

queen Elaine Ng, who had a fling with 

the Rush Hour actor in the ‘90s. 

“I’ve grown up in a world of negativ-

ity and close-mindedness,” says Etta, 

who’s dating 29-year-old Instagram 

star Andi Autumn. Kung-fooey!

 20 FEET! 

Shane was 
rushed to the 

hospital after the 
fall

THE daughter 

of late Crocodile 

Hunter Steve Irwin 

is FINALLY con-

fessing she’s head 

over heels in love!

But as GLOBE 

reported in March,  

Bindi Irwin and her 

beau, Chandler Pow-

ell, have been shacking up for months!

Now, 19-year-old Bindi is gushing, 

“I’ve found the one — the person I want 

to spend all my time with,” about her a 

daredevil wakeboard rider.

No doubt Bindi sees a little bit of her 

risk-taking dad in Chandler, 20. 

Steve “would have loved” Chandler, 

declares Bindi!

CROC KID BINDI:
MY LOVE’SMY LOVE’S 
OFFICIAL

Bindi Irwin 
with boyfriend 

Chandler Powell

JACKIE 
CHAN’S 

GIRL OUT  
OF THE CLOSET

C

GI



Send No Money Now!

Measures 

a BIG a BIG 

10" Wide!
10" Wide!

When suddenly attacked by a strange alien lifeform, the crew of the spacecraft 
Nostromo unwittingly releases an acid-blooded extraterrestrial in the classic 1979 
sci-fi  thriller Alien! A suspenseful encounter ensues as the crew struggles to win the 
battle against this wicked, shapeshifting creature and escape its deadly wrath! 

Now this award-winning fi lm’s haunting creature effects inspire the “Alien ‘Scream’ 
Fantasy Chopper,” a dramatic motorcycle sculpture handcrafted with eerie detail from 
this famous sci-fi  movie monster! Hand-painted by Master Artists in rich metallic hues 
and measuring a BIG ten inches wide, this monster chopper brilliantly captures this 
malevolent creature’s sinister fury, from its double rows of sharp teeth and oversized 
cranium to its fi erce claws and bony exoskeleton!

Satisfaction 100% guaranteed or your money back!
ACT NOW! Strong demand is expected. Reserve yours for just three installments of 

$26.66*, with only your fi rst payment due prior to shipment. Our 365-Day Guarantee 
assures your satisfaction or your money back. Reply today!

NEW Sculpted Motorcycle Fuels the 
Fury from the Sci-Fi Thriller ALIEN!

*Add $13.00 for shipping and service; see HamiltonCollection.com. Deliveries to FL and IL will be billed appropriate sales 
tax. For information on sales tax you may owe to your state, go to HamiltonCollection.com/use-tax. All orders are subject 
to product availability and credit approval. Edition limited to 95 casting days.

CCHOPPER

Fastest way to order:
HamiltonCollection.comHamiltonCollection.com

©2017 HC.  All Rights Reserved.  Alien™ & © 2017 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.  All Rights Reserved. 

Scream down the highway with the 
fi rst-ever Alien Fantasy Chopper.

LIKE US ON

09-07495-001-EI

��YES!  Please reserve the “Alien ‘Scream’ Fantasy Chopper” for 
me as described in this announcement.me as described in this announcement.

Allow 8 to 10 weeks after initial payment for shipment.Allow 8 to 10 weeks after initial payment for shipment.

(Please print clearly.)(Please print clearly.)

Send Your Coupon Today! 09-07495-001-E21601

MAIL TO:MAIL TO:

Name_______________________________________________________________Name_______________________________________________________________

Address_____________________________________________________________Address_____________________________________________________________

City______________________________________State_____Zip______________City______________________________________State_____Zip______________

Email (Optional)______________________________________________________Email (Optional)______________________________________________________

Signature____________________________________________________________Signature____________________________________________________________

9204 Center For The Arts Drive, Niles, Illinois  60714-1300



MI. 115 - 034  L ike tea 
times, quiet times, poetry. 
G e n e r o u s .  R e a d i n g , 
talking, cooking. Kind, 
thoughtful. Looking for a 
relationship with a woman. 
Age and race unimportant.

WI. 115-036 WWM, tall, 
educated, gardener, cook, 
romantic, naturopathic. 
You:  my best  f r iend, 
young, non-smoker, no 
booze, no k ids, sexy. 
Christian. Florida winters. 
Secretary. Nurse

OH. 115-039 DBM, 75, 
6 ’0 ”, 165 lbs., ret ired 
M i l i t a r y.  F i n a n c i a l l y 
secure.  ISO lady for 
LTR. Size, weight, race 
no barrier. Photo, letter, 
phone. 

IL. 115-040 Tall, attractive 
WM, 40.  Look ing for 
attractive WW for movies 
and dinner. Must have 
p i c t u r e  a n d  p h o n e 
number. No e-mails. 

OH. 115-041 Attractive, 
car ing, dominant WM, 
55. Seeks submissive, 
dark skinned, younger BF 
that wants an interracial 
relationship. Nationwide 
replies welcome.

C A N A D A  1 1 5 - 0 4 2 
Black male, 65, seeks 
Black female, anywhere 
for marriage. Love and 
cherish. Can relocate. 
S e n d  n a m e ,  p h o n e 
number, and photo. 

KS. 016-286 SWF, 66, 
looking for a SWM, 58-
70. I love the Lord and 
worsh ip on Sundays. 
I’m a non-smoker, social 
drinker. I’m 5’9” tall, very 
s lender,  119 lbs.  I ’m 
blonde, active, love to 
cook. No prisoners. Must 
enclose photo and phone. 

MO. 016-287 Greetings to 
you! 80 years old, SWF, 
seeking honest WSM for 
marriage. Car a must. Age 
open, non-smoker, no drugs, 
no inmates. Write me. 

FL. 016-288 Want man, 
60-75, who loves dogs 
and western living. Who 
wants a woman to love and 
share life with. I’m retired, 
no baggage at home. Just 
want someone to spend 
life with. Please write soon.

MEN SEEKING WOMEN

FL. 115-031 Venice area. 
Easy going, loving SWM, 
5’7 ”, 150 lbs. Seeking 
s l i m ,  r o m a n t i c ,  f u n , 
affectionate, non-smoking 
girl to share my home, life. 
All answered with photo, 
phone. 

OH. 115-032 Attractive, 
heterosexual WM, 55. 
Seeks younger women’s 
clothing, retail employed 
WF with feminine interests 
for friendship. Nationwide 
replies welcome. 

IA. 115-033 SWM, 69, 
slightly handicapped, slim, 
honest, loyal, easy going. 
Dining in/out, fishing, car 
driver, ND/NS. Race open. 
Seeking relocatable lady. 
Photo, phone. 

USA 115 - 043  WWM, 
80s, FL/NC, homeown-
er, financially secure. 
ISO W WF, 50s -70s, 
o the r s ,  un inh ib i ted , 
wears minimal clothing. 
No smokers, drunks, 
drugs, criminals, bag-
gage. Helpmate, com-
panion, driver, traveler. 
Share some expenses. 
Fantasies, aspirations 
exchanged. Correspon-
dence, friendship, more? 
Safety, discretion ex-
pected and assured. 

MI. 115-044 Correctional 
institute inmate. DWM, 
58 years old, 6’1”, brown 
eyes. ISO pen pal or 
possible LTR. Will answer 
all replies. 

MEN SEEKING MEN

M O .  7 0 0 - 2 3 5  4 9 , 
GSWM, ISO s incere, 
masculine, hairy man to 
live with me. You’re my 
father-figure with strong 
des i res.  At t rac ted to 
scruffy blue collar men. 
I want to love you and 
satisfy your needs. Send 
photo, detailed letter. Old 
cowboys and prisoners 
welcome. 

F L .  7 0 0 - 2 3 6  S o u t h 
Florida. SWG male, 65. 
Big cuddly bear seeking 
same. Let’s have some 
hurricane relief. Photo, 
SASE. 

WOMEN SEEKING MEN

TX. 016-276 SBCF, 68, 
ISO true love. 69 -79. 
Could it be you? ND/NS. 
Serious replies only. Race 
open. Will answer all.

TX. 016-277 The yellow 
rose of Texas. Country girl 
at heart. Looking for LTR. 
Race not important, age 
50+. Like traveling and 
spending time together. 

M I .  016 -2 78  Woman
wi th many fantas ies , 
desires. In search of a 
relocatable, submissive 
man without any hangups 
or commitments.  Wi l l 
answer all.

PA. 016 -279  WF, 74, 
hoping to find love and 
romance with an easy-
going and friendly guy. 
I would enjoy being with 
someone to treasure life’s 
simple moments.

NY. 016-282 Hello, I’m 
a SBF, retired, and of 
a certain age. Seeking 
friendship from all types of 
people. Write and let’s see 
where we go. 

IN. 016-284 WF, old as 
dirt, but still active. 5’3”, 
130 lbs. Lives in small 
town, but am a country 
girl. Semi-retired CNA. 
Own car and home, but 
could relocate. 

FL. 016-285 Golden gal, 
no gold. Mild disability. 
ISO 62 plus gentlemen, 
friendship, possible future. 
NS. 34287 area. 

SHEELA WOOD’S FRIENDSHIP CLUB

RESPONSE COSTS: $6.00 EACH OR THREE FOR $14.00
To respond to ads in this section:

1.  Write your response. Include any contact information you would 
like the person reading your letter to use, should they choose to 
communicate further.

2.  Place your response in an envelope, seal it, and attach the 
correct U.S. postage.

3.  On the back of the envelope (see example above), write the 
6-digit number of the ad you are responding to.

4.  Place your response envelope(s) and payment (see costs 
above) in U.S. Funds (checks must be drawn upon a U.S. bank) 
or U.S. Money Order, into another envelope. Write your return 
address on the front, upper left hand corner of the envelope in 
order for us to contact you if needed. Seal, attach proper U.S. 
postage and mail to:

The advertiser, and not this publication, assumes the responsibility for the 
truthfulness and/or accuracy of their advertising message. Responses are 
mailed within two weeks of processing. We hope that you will meet the 
person(s) you are searching for, but please realize that interests are not 
always mutual. We therefore, cannot guarantee that you will receive response 
from those you send responses to. Also, when you correspond with someone, 
you assume all risk associated with the established relationship. Beware of 
any communication in which you are asked for monetary assistance.

Sheela Wood’s Friendship Club,
8705 Donna Lu Dr, Odessa, FL 335568705 Donna Lu Dr, Odessa, FL 33556

You have up to 4 months from the issue date to respond by mail.You have up to 4 months from the issue date to respond by mail.

BY 

MAIL:

Place
stamp on 
envelope.

000-000 Put ad
number
on back.

HOW TO ANSWER ADS

ISO ......... In Search Of

LTR ........ Long Term LTR ........ Long Term 

RelationshipRelationship

TLC ........ TenderTLC ........ Tender

LovingLoving

CareCare

SBF ........ Single Black SBF ........ Single Black 

FemaleFemale

SWF ....... Single White SWF ....... Single White 

FemaleFemale

SBM ....... Single Black SBM ....... Single Black 

MaleaMaleeMale

SWM ...... Single White SWM ...... Single White 

MaleMale

WWF ...... White WWF ...... White 

Widowed Widowed 

FemaleFemale

BWM ...... Black BWM ...... Black 

Widowed Widowed 

MaleMale

C ............ ChristianC ............ Christian

S ............SingleS ............Single

D ............DivorcedD ............Divorced

H ............HispanicH ............HispanicspaH ............HispaniccH ............Hispanic

ABBREVIATION SAMPLES:

NOTICE: Any correspondence and/
or interactions/dealings you engage or interactions/dealings you engage 
in with an advertiser/responder is in with an advertiser/responder is 
done so at your own risk. Beware of done so at your own risk. Beware of 
any communication in which you are any communication in which you are 
asked for monetary assistance.asked for monetary assistance.

For further information, call:For further information, call:For further information, call:For further information, call:

1-800-755-8605
Monday - Friday  8:30am - 5pm EST

HOW TO PLACE AN AD*

Sheela Wood’s Friendship Club ads are published in Globe and 
National Examiner. We reserve the right to edit or reject any copy. 
This column is strictly for personal ads and not for commercial 
solicitations. *Must be 18+. Response to advertisements cannot 
be guaranteed.

TO PLACE AN AD BY MAIL: Ad copy and payment (U.S. Funds) 
by cash, check drawn upon a U.S. bank, U.S. money order, 
MasterCard, VISA,  American Express or Discover to: Sheela 
Wood’s Friendship Club, 8705 Donna Lu Dr, Odessa, FL 33556.

TO PLACE AN AD BY FAX/EMAIL: Fax your ad copy and payment 
to: (888) 767-2849 or Email to: sheelawood@russelljohns.com 
Fax/Email orders must be paid by VISA, MasterCard, American 
Express, Discover or PayPal. Include card number, expiration 
date, authorized amount, cardholder’s signature and the credit 
card billing address.

COST OF AD: (per week) $37 for up to 25 words; $59 for 26-40 
words; $90 for 41-55 words; $113 for 56-70 words; each additional 
word over 70 - $1.70 per word. 

ALL ORDERS: Include your name, address and phone number. 
Written confi rmation/ response number will be sent when order 
is processed.

For further information, call:
1-800-755-8605 Monday-Friday 8:30 - 5:00 Eastern.

CATEGORIES AVAILABLE:

Women Seeking Men • Men Seeking WomenWomen Seeking Men • Men Seeking Women
Women Seeking Women • Men Seeking Men • ConnectionsWomen Seeking Women • Men Seeking Men • Connections

YELLOW TINT: $9.00 or YELLOW TINT: $9.00 or $9.00 or RED TEXT: $9.00

EYESTOPPER: $16.00

Choose from these eyestoppers:

1.                        2.                     3.                       4.       

5.                     6.                             7.                          8.♥♥♥♥

CHECK ME OUT!HECK ME OUT! L  K
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1. The contest is open to all residents of the United States 
ages 18 and older. Employees of American Media, Inc., its ages 18 and older. Employees of American Media, Inc., its 
corporate sponsors and advertisers are not eligible.corporate sponsors and advertisers are not eligible.

2. NO PURCHASE IS NECESSARY.2. NO PURCHASE IS NECESSARY.

3. To enter the FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ contestants  3. To enter the FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ contestants  
must identify the differences between the  must identify the differences between the  
photographs in a letter or postcard addressed to  photographs in a letter or postcard addressed to  
Globe #44 FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ, P.O. Box 7019  Globe #44 FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ, P.O. Box 7019  
New York, NY 10008. For all contests, be sure  New York, NY 10008. For all contests, be sure  
to print your name, address and telephone number.to print your name, address and telephone number.

4. Entries must be received by Dec. 2, 2017. 4. Entries must be received by Dec. 2, 2017. 

5. ALL entries become the property of American 5. ALL entries become the property of American 
Media, Inc., which assumes no responsibility for late, Media, Inc., which assumes no responsibility for late, 

misdirected or lost entries. misdirected or lost entries. 

Winners agree to publication and/or display of their Winners agree to publication and/or display of their 
name, address, likeness and entry form to be made at name, address, likeness and entry form to be made at 
the discretion of American Media, Inc. Winners may be the discretion of American Media, Inc. Winners may be 
required to sign AMI’s affidavit of eligibility in order to required to sign AMI’s affidavit of eligibility in order to 
collect any prizes.collect any prizes.

6. Multiple entries are permitted, but not more than 6. Multiple entries are permitted, but not more than 
one entry per envelope can be awarded.one entry per envelope can be awarded.

7. Winners will be selected in a random drawing under 7. Winners will be selected in a random drawing under 
the supervision of American Media, Inc. Odds of the supervision of American Media, Inc. Odds of 
winning will be determined by the number of entries winning will be determined by the number of entries 
received. There are no substitutions of prizes.received. There are no substitutions of prizes.

8. The FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ sweepstakes is void where 8. The FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ sweepstakes is void where 

prohibited or restricted by law.  prohibited or restricted by law.  

9. The names of the winners may be obtained by send9. The names of the winners may be obtained by send--
ing a self-addressed stamped envelope to Globe #44 ing a self-addressed stamped envelope to Globe #44 
FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ WINNERS, P.O. Box 7019 New FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ WINNERS, P.O. Box 7019 New 
York, NY 10008.York, NY 10008.

10. Any information entrants provide to sponsor may 10. Any information entrants provide to sponsor may 
be used to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or be used to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or 
third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded 
in the form of a check. Check is valid for six months in the form of a check. Check is valid for six months 
from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash 
check within six months of date of issuance, check will check within six months of date of issuance, check will 
be invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize be invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize 
will be awarded.will be awarded.

Official FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ rules

S CC R AA MM BB LL EE

HOW TO PLAY
Look up, down, diagonally, backward, forward, sideways — in all 
directions — to find the names or words in the list below. As you directions — to find the names or words in the list below. As you 
locate a word in the diagram, circle the letters and cross it off the locate a word in the diagram, circle the letters and cross it off the 
list. After circling all the words, read all the unused letters to find list. After circling all the words, read all the unused letters to find 
the answer to the scramble solution. When you discover it, write the answer to the scramble solution. When you discover it, write 
your solution in the entry blank or on a 3-by-5-inch card and mail your solution in the entry blank or on a 3-by-5-inch card and mail 
it to the address given in the rules.it to the address given in the rules.

Enter GLOBE’s Word Scramble contest and win CASH! Read the rules care-Enter GLOBE’s Word Scramble contest and win CASH! Read the rules care-
fully, solve the puzzle, fill in your name and address and mail your entry to: fully, solve the puzzle, fill in your name and address and mail your entry to: 
GLOBE Word Scramble 44, P.O. Box 7019 New York, NY 10008. Entries must GLOBE Word Scramble 44, P.O. Box 7019 New York, NY 10008. Entries must 
be received by Nov. 13, 2017. Selection of winning entrants for the contest will be received by Nov. 13, 2017. Selection of winning entrants for the contest will 
be on Nov. 14, 2017, at our offices in New York. First correct answer drawn at be on Nov. 14, 2017, at our offices in New York. First correct answer drawn at 
random wins $125. Name of the winner will be printed in the Dec. 4, 2017, issue random wins $125. Name of the winner will be printed in the Dec. 4, 2017, issue 
of GLOBE. This week’s Scramble winner is below. Employees of GLOBE and of GLOBE. This week’s Scramble winner is below. Employees of GLOBE and 

its affiliates are not eligible. For a free copy of this puzzle its affiliates are not eligible. For a free copy of this puzzle 
and entry blank, please address your request to GLOBE, and entry blank, please address your request to GLOBE, 
Att: WS Reader Service, P.O. Box 7019 New York, NY 10008. Att: WS Reader Service, P.O. Box 7019 New York, NY 10008. 
DO NOT SEND PUZZLE ENTRIES TO THIS ADDRESS. No DO NOT SEND PUZZLE ENTRIES TO THIS ADDRESS. No 
facsimiles of entries from automatic duplicating devices facsimiles of entries from automatic duplicating devices 
will be accepted. Odds of winning depend on the number of will be accepted. Odds of winning depend on the number of 

correct entries received. Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase correct entries received. Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase 
necessary. THIS CONTEST VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. Any informa-necessary. THIS CONTEST VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. Any informa-
tion entrants provide to sponsor may be used to communicate with entrant for tion entrants provide to sponsor may be used to communicate with entrant for 
sponsor’s, or third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded in the form sponsor’s, or third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded in the form 
of a check. Check is valid for six months from the date of issuance. If winner of a check. Check is valid for six months from the date of issuance. If winner 
does not cash check within six months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, does not cash check within six months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, 
prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.

$125 
PRIZE!

SEND QUIZ ENTRY ONLY.
DO NOT INCLUDE MAILDO NOT INCLUDE MAIL

TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS.TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS.

Please print clearly.Please print clearly.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: HALLOWEEN COLOR ________________________

Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________Name ___________________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________

City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________City _____________________________________________________________

State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________

Mail to:
GLOBE Word Scramble No. 44GLOBE Word Scramble No. 44

P.O. Box 7019P.O. Box 7019
New York, NY 10008New York, NY 10008

D K O H M B R A N K M J CD K O H M B R A N K M J C

G I K R A D N M C I A A FG I K R A D N M C I A A F

H D S G K L U A S C N A SH D S G K L U A S C N A S

O S S G E T L C K D L N RO S S G E T L C K D L N R

U C N G U B H O L L I S EU C N G U B H O L L I S E

L E O A P I L E W L S S TL E O A P I L E W L S S T

A M T R E A S M M E S E SA M T R E A S M M E S E S

N E E F N T A E M B E C NN E E F N T A E M B E C N

T T L T A S R U S R L N OT T L T A S R U S R L N O

E E E B K G T T K O P I ME E E B K G T T K O P I M

R R K S E S O A U O P R ER R K S E S O A U O P R E

N Y S M O O R B L D A P DN Y S M O O R B L D A P D

S T A C L E R O L K L O FS T A C L E R O L K L O F

APPLESAPPLES

AUTUMNAUTUMN

BAGSBAGS

BATSBATS

BLACKBLACK

BROOMBROOM

CANDLESCANDLES

CATSCATS

CEMETERYCEMETERY

CORNSTALKCORNSTALK

COSTUMESCOSTUMES

DARKDARK

DEMONSDEMONS

DISGUISEDISGUISE

DOORBELLDOORBELL

FALLFALL

FOLKLOREFOLKLORE

GHOULGHOUL

GREMLINSGREMLINS

HALLOWEENHALLOWEEN

JACK ‘O’ JACK ‘O’ 

LANTERNLANTERN

KIDSKIDS

LANTERNSLANTERNS

LOOTLOOT

MAKEUPMAKEUP

MASKSMASKS

MISCHIEFMISCHIEF

MONSTERSMONSTERS

PRINCESSPRINCESS

SKELETONSSKELETONS

SKULLSKULL

WORD SCRAMBLE NO. 34 QUIZ ANSWER: CRÈME BRULÉE
In the Word Scramble Quiz for issue No. 39, published Sept. 
25, 2017, the winner of the $125 prize is June S. Schissler, 25, 2017, the winner of the $125 prize is June S. Schissler, 
Bronx, N.Y.Bronx, N.Y.

GUESS
WHO?WWHH
THIS curvy 
movie hooker 
with buns of steel 
showed her true 
stripes overseas 
— and caused a 
firestorm! Now 
she’s back in the 
spotlight and  
very fond of her 
hunky co-star!  
Who is she?
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insider
Behind the scenes of your favorite shows

FACT

DON’T
MISS...

AMC’s Breaking Bad was originally supposed to be set in Riverside, Calif. 

But a 25 percent tax rebate on all production costs convinced creator  

Vince Gilligan and the show producers to relocate the series to New Mexico.

MAJOR CRIMESMAJOR CRIMES
(Season six premiere)(Season six premiere)

Tues., Oct. 31, TNT, 9 p.m. Tues., Oct. 31, TNT, 9 p.m. 

This hit crime drama spin-This hit crime drama spin-

off of The Closer launches off of The Closer launches 

its final season with L.A.P.D. its final season with L.A.P.D. 

Commander Sharon Raydor Commander Sharon Raydor 

(Mary McDonnell) once again (Mary McDonnell) once again 

presiding over high-profile presiding over high-profile 

cases. cases. 

STAN AGAINST EVILSTAN AGAINST EVIL
Wed., Nov. 1, IFC, 10 p.m.Wed., Nov. 1, IFC, 10 p.m.

Simpsons writer Dana Gould’s Simpsons writer Dana Gould’s 

wacky horror-comedy focuses wacky horror-comedy focuses 

on a delightfully miserable on a delightfully miserable 

former sheriff (John C. former sheriff (John C. 

McGinley) battling demons in McGinley) battling demons in 

his small New England town.his small New England town.

S.W.A.T. S.W.A.T. 
(Series premiere)(Series premiere)

Thurs., Nov. 2, CBS, 10 p.m.Thurs., Nov. 2, CBS, 10 p.m.

Criminal Minds star Shemar Criminal Minds star Shemar 

Moore powers this reboot of a Moore powers this reboot of a 

’70s action series. Let’s hope ’70s action series. Let’s hope 

his version of Lt. Dan “Hondo” his version of Lt. Dan “Hondo” 

Harrelson lasts longer than Harrelson lasts longer than 

Steve Forrest’s two seasons!Steve Forrest’s two seasons!

THE BIG SLEEPTHE BIG SLEEP
Sat., Nov. 4, TCM, 8 p.m.Sat., Nov. 4, TCM, 8 p.m.

Crackling dialogue and Crackling dialogue and 

spellbinding performances  spellbinding performances  

by Humphrey Bogart and by Humphrey Bogart and 

Lauren Bacall make this  Lauren Bacall make this  

hard-boiled classic as fun  hard-boiled classic as fun  

as it is mysterious.  as it is mysterious.  

Hayes (left) was 
bumped off Kevin Can 

Wait with hardly a 
word of explanation 
— so James (above) 

could reunite with 
Remini (circled)

T
EN million people tuned 
in to Kevin Can Wait 
to see how CBS would 
handle the exit of Erinn 

Hayes’ character, Donna, in the 
season two opener — but the 
following week’s episode shed 
FOUR MILLION viewers!

Now critics say the casual, 
ham-handed elimination of 
Erinn and her character — to 
make way for Leah Remini 
is to blame for the ratings  
hemorrhage!

As GLOBE reported in July, 
Erinn was let go so star Kevin 
James could reunite with Rem-
ini, his former King of Queens 
leading lady. Will & Grace  
actress Megan Mullally 

summed up most 
fans’ feelings at the 
time by tweeting: 
“Y’all are crazy  
@KevinCanWaitCBS. 
Erinn Hayes is a truly great, 
hilarious actress who can do  
literally anything. Your loss.” 

“CBS promised to treat Don-
na’s exit with ‘dignity and re-
spect,’ but the transition was a 
train wreck,” says an industry 
insider. 

Donna was barely mentioned 
in the season premiere, as char-
acters noted she had died — 
with ZERO explanation!

“The producers are morons. 
Glossing over the character 
was disrespectful and a slap in 

the face of fans who 
loved Hayes,” adds 
the insider. 
“Seeing audience 

numbers drop from ten 
million to six from the first 

show to the next sends a seri-
ous message to CBS,” says an-
other media mole. “It’s telling 
them loud and clear that fans 
are furious!” 

Angry viewers are taking to 
social media to slam the show. 

“Killing off your wife and 
mother of your children isn’t 
really that funny,” tweets one 
disappointed fan. 

Adds another: “CBS has 
made a mistake. We miss Erinn 
Hayes.” 

KEVIN 
SUFFERS 
MAJOR 
EXIT 
WOUND! 

nes orite
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from the Editors of Soap Opera Digest

soapinsiderH

For the whole scoop pick up 
this weekÕs Soap Opera Digest

soap
OPERA

digest

ANSWERS

trivia

1. The International Order of 

Friendly Sons of the Raccoons

2. Benson

3. Freddie Prinze Jr.

Y&R STAR TAKES A FALL

1 On The Honeymooners, 

what is the name of the what is the name of the 

fraternity that Ralph and Ed fraternity that Ralph and Ed 

belonged to? belonged to? 

2 Which ’80s show marked 

the TV acting debut of Jerry the TV acting debut of Jerry 

Seinfeld?Seinfeld?

3 Which actor said that 

he almost quit acting he almost quit acting 

after working with Kiefer after working with Kiefer 

Sutherland on 24?Sutherland on 24?

NCIS star NCIS star 
Pauley Perrette Pauley Perrette 
will leave the will leave the 
hit show after hit show after 
this season. The this season. The 
beloved actress, who’s played beloved actress, who’s played 
series fave Abby Sciuto since series fave Abby Sciuto since 
2003, says she made the 2003, says she made the 
decision last year. Sniff! ... decision last year. Sniff! ... 
Streaming TV giant Netflix is Streaming TV giant Netflix is 
boosting the price of its base boosting the price of its base 
service for U.S. users, raising service for U.S. users, raising 
the monthly charge by a buck the monthly charge by a buck 
to $10.99 and premium to to $10.99 and premium to 
$13.99. ... Sleazoid Glee actor $13.99. ... Sleazoid Glee actor 
Mark Salling faces four to Mark Salling faces four to 
seven years behind bars after seven years behind bars after 
agreeing to plead guilty to agreeing to plead guilty to 
charges of child pornography.charges of child pornography.

MISHAEL MORGAN 

(Hilary) is no stranger to 

embarrassing moments on 

the set of The Young and the 

Restless. Filming a scene 

recently, she stood up, “but 

the heel of my shoe got 

tangled in the telephone cord 

and I tripped,” she recalls. 

“I guess with the angle from 

the production booth, they 

thought I had crashed into 

the wall.” A producer came 

over to see how she was, 

and Mishael laughed it off. 

Unfortunately, that wasn’t 

the end of her ordeal. “I said, 

‘Don’t worry, I’m really good 

at not hitting the floor,’ and as 

soon as I said that, someone 

pulled a cable I was standing 

near and I went straight down 

to the floor!”

SOAP NEWS FLASHES
WILL UTAY is back for a brief stint as Days’ 

Dr. Rolf. ... General Hospital’s Ashley Jones 

(Parker) and Lexi Ainsworth (Kristina) have 

been written out.

CHANDLER MASSEY may 

have won three Daytime 

Emmys before leaving Days 

of Our Lives in 2013 to attend 

college, but looking back, 

he says he lacked the 

life experience to truly 

comprehend his 

character’s angst. 

“I was 19 when I 

started,” he points 

out. “For me, at that 

time, the world was 

still black and white. 

Soaps are all about complex 

emotions, and I wasn’t able 

to fully understand them all 

because I hadn’t experienced 

them.” Now he’s back — older 

and wiser — and he’s excited 

to bring a new edge to his 

portrayal of Will. “I feel 

like I’ve grown up a 

little bit,” Chandler 

says. “I can better 

relate to these 

flawed characters 

on the show that 

sometimes make 

very poor decisions. 

Hopefully, that has made me 

a better actor.”

NEWS
EXTRA

CHANDLER’S EDGY RETURN!  

 Utay 

 Massey 

 Morgan  

TALK show queen Ellen  
DeGeneres isn’t so chatty 
when it comes to former flame 
Anne Heche — and sources say 
Ellen has banned her ex from 
appearing on her daytime 
gabfest!

Anne has been making the 
TV rounds to promote her NBC 
drama, The Brave, but insiders 
insist you won’t see her on The 
Ellen DeGeneres Show!

“Ellen refuses to have Anne 
on,” says a set snitch.  

The pair famously fell for 
each other at Vanity Fair’s 
1997 Oscar party and began 
publicly dating soon after Ellen 
came out as gay. 

But Anne devastated Ellen 
by dumping her for a guy and 
penning the tell-all Call Me 
Crazy.  

And Ellen’s still sore!
“She only wants to talk to 

people she finds genuine and 
people who make a positive 
difference to the world. Anne 
is NOT one of those people,” 
says the snitch. 

“Ellen was blindsided by the 
breakup and said Anne broke 
her heart,” confides a media 
mole.  

“Sure, it’s been 20 years, but 
it looks like Ellen isn’t willing to 
forgive and forget — and who 
can blame her!”

Ellen (left) 
has ordered a 
ban on Anne 
(right) at her 

show 

ELLEN FREEZES 
OUT EX-LOVER! 
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BIG

X
AMERICA’S

BIGGEST
CROSSWORD
By JOHN McCARTHY

ANSWER TO BIG X #41
and week #39 winner – page 58

WEEK

44
WIN $200 EVERY WEEK 

Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase necessary. Odds of winning depend on the number of correct entries received. THIS CONTEST IS VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. All entries 
become property of American Media, Inc. Selection of winning entrants for the contest will be on November 16, 2017, at our offices in New York. Names of the winners will be printed in the December 4, 
2017, issue of GLOBE. Any information entrants provide to sponsor may be used to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded in the form of a check. 
Check is valid for six months from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash check within six months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.

ATTENTION BIG X FANS! You can make big bucks with our ex-
citing, easy-to-read crossword puzzle. EVERY WEEK, we offer a 

$200 cash prize for the first complete, correct Big X solution 
pulled from our mailbag. DON’T WAIT! Sharpen your pencils, com-
plete this puzzle, and send your answer to GLOBE BIG X #44 P.O. 
Box 7019, New York, NY 10008. Must be received by November 
13, 2017. Have fun and GOOD LUCK!

ACROSS
1 Kiddie three-

wheelers
6 Thrown 

together
11 Repetitive
16 My Fair Lady 

girl
17 Narrow down
18 Tux
19 Surrenders
20 Air Music 

composer
21 Slugger’s stat
22 Small fry
23 Area 51 

sighting
24 James 

Corden’s 
network

25 Director 
Woody

26 Small
28 Beaver abode
31 Manly
33 Part of ESP
34 Took a right
36 Mar-a-Lago, 

e.g.
38 Lived at
41 Author 

Fleming
43 Honda 

minivan
46 First and 

reverse, e.g.
48 Go before
49 ___ Dame
51 Best way to 

drive
53 Eden mother
54 Cyclone 

center
55 Romance
57 Capital of 

France
58 Shatters
61 Toweled off
62 “Or else!” 

statement
63 The Lion King 

baddies
65 Blood of the 

gods
67 Of marriage
69 Aesop’s tale
70 Mystery
73 Sky altar

74 Berne river
75 Soak up
78 Nail polish
80 Cattleman
82 Order of 

business
84 Winter of 

Modern 
Family

85 Whitney or 
Wallach

86 Gear tooth
87 Perfume
88 Squid cousins
91 Ghoulish
94 Sentence 

server
97 White weasel
99 Yak
100 Bills org.
101 “Yours for 

the ___”
103 March 17 

marchers
104 Cause of 

itchy eyes
105 Concluded
106 Inventor 

Morse
108 Got in the 

game
110 Nevada 

neighbor
112 Chewed out
115 Set of beliefs
116 Big gun
117 Tibetan ox
118 Suffix for self
119 A reptile
121 Labored 

breaths
123 Spell out
126 Carpet fiber
128 Most intimate
131 Priestly robe
132 Florida Keys, 

e.g.
135 Goober pea
138 Coffee 

container
142 Billiards 

stroke
143 Scottish 

landowner
144 Darns socks
146 Typical
147 Book cover 

quote

148 “Gosh!”
149 Horned viper
150 Marine 

mayday
151 Lyricist 

Gershwin
152 Justice 

Kagan
153 Hobo
154 Goodnight  

girl of 
song

155 Scout unit
156 ___ Rae 

(1979)
157 Striking 

show
158 McLean of 

M*A*S*H
159 Snarled

DOWN
1 Synonym 

book
2 Signs of 

winter
3 Sighed for
4 Wiggle room
5 Group of seven
6 Joan of Arc, 

for one
7 Water heater
8 Did a mole’s 

job
9 Magazine 

copies
10 Washington 

seaport
11 Slim down
12 Run in the 

wash

13 Sapling seller
14 Makes fizzy
15 Huck Finn’s 

friend 
(2 wds.)

27 ER workers
29 Garfield 

pooch
30 Hereditary 

factor
32 Made 

amends
35 Slangy 

refusals
37 Grove 

members
39 Arctic Ocean 

hazard
40 Cairo citizen
42 Winning serves

44 Jerry Garcia 
fan

45 Becomes 
mushy

47 Father of 
Isaac

50 Sewing box 
item

52 Sound from a 
hot tub

56 Lupino of 
film

59 Chef’s wear
60 Leave the 

egg
62 Young voters
64 Subverted
66 N. Carolina 

capital
67 Xylophone’s kin

68 Theft
69 Easily broken
71 Expression
72 Cantaloupe
76 First, second, 

and third
77 Division 

symbols
79 Portray
81 Spy org.
83 Stephen 

Curry’s org.
89 Caps
90 Cincy citizens
92 String 

quartet 
member

93 Showed all
95 Kansas locale
96 Future frogs

98 Chameleon 
cousins

102 Dec. 26 
observance

107 Collection
109 Blunder
111 Pearl 

producer
112 Flock of 

geese
113 Lie around
114 Truck stop
115 Kansas City 

team
116 Pickles, 

formerly
120 Instrument 

panel
122 Like 

Olympians

124 Liver paste
125 Alphabet 

openers
127 Where 

Gulliver was 
a giant

129 Gross
130 Exquisite
133 Beirut locale
134 On the fence
135 Buccaneer
136 Alters to fit
137 Baseball 

official
139 Net worth 

factors
140 Texas capital
141 The 

Continent
145 Sister’s kid

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

34 35 36 37

38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56

57 58 59 60 61

62 63 64

65 66 67 68 69

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

78 79 80 81 82 83

84 85 86 87

88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

97 98 99 100 101 102

103 104 105

106 107 108 109

110 111 112 113 114 115

116 117 118 119 120

121 122 123 124 125 126 127

128 129 130 131 132 133 134

135 136 137 138 139 140 141

142 143 144 145 146 147

148 149 150 151

152 153 154 155 156

157 158 159
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Tim ConwayTim Conway
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COMIC’S BRAINCOMIC’S BRAIN

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEWEXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
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cancer

KILLING
Charles’
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wife

I LOST FIVE BABIES!

Bill’s ALZHEIMER’S BATTLE

CAMILLA
DYING!

®

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-513-9186
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With GLOBE delivered right to your doorstep,  
you’ll never miss the most exciting:
• Hollywood news and scandals • Fascinating true-life stories

• Photos of your favorite stars • And more!

Start your home  
delivery now and

SAVE 64%!
**

 Send me 52 issues at only $1.77 an issue (U.S. only) Send me 52 issues at only $1.77 an issue (U.S. only)
SAVE 64% - It’s like getting 33 issues FREE!SAVE 64% - It’s like getting 33 issues FREE!

 Send me 26 issues at only $2.27 an issue (U.S. only)
SAVE 54% - It’s like getting 14 issues FREE!SAVE 54% - It’s like getting 14 issues FREE!

Total subscription prices: 26 issues are $59.02, 52 issues are $92.04.  Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of first issue.  
Canadian residents: please add $.65 per issue for postage.  Foreign residents: please add $1.30 for postage.Canadian residents: please add $.65 per issue for postage.  Foreign residents: please add $1.30 for postage.

SAVE

$3.22
AN ISSUE

†64% savings off annual cover price is like getting 33 issues FREE!  *Off the newsstand price
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ANSWERS

Who Am I:  Noah Wyle

Word Square: aced, acid, admin, aide, aimed, amend, amid, amide, anode, anodic, caned, canned, canoed, cedi, coda, code, coined, comedian, condemn, coned, Word Square: aced, acid, admin, aide, aimed, amend, amid, amide, anode, anodic, caned, canned, canoed, cedi, coda, code, coined, comedian, condemn, coned, 
conned, dace, daemon, daimon, dame, damn, dance, deacon, dean, deco, demo, demon, demoniac, demonic, denim, dice, diem, dime, dine, domain, dome, dominance, conned, dace, daemon, daimon, dame, damn, dance, deacon, dean, deco, demo, demon, demoniac, demonic, denim, dice, diem, dime, dine, domain, dome, dominance, 
done, donna, iced, idea, idem, made, maid, maiden, maned, manned, mead, media, median, medic, medica, medico, medina, mend, minced, mind, mined, moaned, mode, done, donna, iced, idea, idem, made, maid, maiden, maned, manned, mead, media, median, medic, medica, medico, medina, mend, minced, mind, mined, moaned, mode, 
monad, monied, named, node, nomad, nomadic, nonacid monad, monied, named, node, nomad, nomadic, nonacid

20-Second Challenge:  49 20-Second Challenge:  49 Initials: Initials: Baby Don’t Forget My Number, Independence Day, From Here to Eternity, Tower of London, The Bronx Zoo Baby Don’t Forget My Number, Independence Day, From Here to Eternity, Tower of London, The Bronx Zoo

Here’s a great way to keep your 
brain sharp. Start with the 
number on the left in the grid and 
follow the instructions as you go 
across. See if you can do the math 
in 20 seconds ... or less!

(Write your 
answers here)answers here)

MM N ON O

AA D EE

I C NI C N

GLOBE’s

BRAIN TRAINER
Great puzzles to keep your mind active & alert

Put on YOUR thinking cap!

Using the central letter and at least three others, how many words 
can YOU find? Plurals, proper nouns and hyphenated words are NOT can YOU find? Plurals, proper nouns and hyphenated words are NOT 
allowed, and there is at least one nine-letter word to discover.allowed, and there is at least one nine-letter word to discover.

WORD
SQUARE

25 WORDS
OK

30 WORDS
GOOD

35 WORDS
VERY GOOD

MORE
EXCELLENTRATING:

20-SECOND
CHALLENGE

Initials
If TPIR (long-running TV game 
show) is The Price Is Right, what 
do the initials below stand for?

1 BDFMN
2 ID
3 FHTE
4 TOL
5 TBZ

(Milli Vanilli hit)

(Will Smith starrer)(Will Smith starrer)

(James Jones novel)(James Jones novel)

(British landmark)(British landmark)

(Ed Asner TV series)(Ed Asner TV series)

Can you identify the 
mystery celebrity from 

the clues below?

1
I was born in Holly-
wood, Calif., in 1971, the 

middle of three children.

2
My big break came 
when I was cast as a 

medical student on a new 
hospital drama.

3
By the show’s tenth 
season — a year before I 

quit — I was the highest-paid 
TV drama actor per episode.

4
I have worked on screen 
with such beauties 

as Renée Zellweger, Julianne 
Moore and Jennifer Lopez.

5
I was named one of 
the 50 Most Beautiful 

People of 2001.

 57 3 x23      x2      +24      3      x2      +24      2      -9   -9

x4    11     Times itself     -15     = -1511     Times itself     -15     = 

NAME  
THE

STAR!



At the top of every hour, a bald eagle 
emerges to the stirring melody 

“Th e Marine’s Hymn”

Shown smaller than actual size 
of about 22 inches high.

Requires 1 AA and 3 AAA batteries, 
not included.

YES.  Please reserve the United States Navy Cuckoo Clock for me 

as described in this announcement. as described in this announcement. 

Limit: one per order.Limit: one per order. Please Respond Promptly

*Plus a total of $24.99 shipping and service; see bradfordexchange.com 
Limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. Please allow 4-8 Limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. Please allow 4-8 
weeks after initial payment for shipment.  Sales subject to product availability weeks after initial payment for shipment.  Sales subject to product availability 
and order acceptance.and order acceptance.

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

CityCity

State                               ZipState                               Zip

Email (optional)Email (optional)

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue á  Ni les,  IL 60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION                                 SEND NO MONEY NOW

www.bradfordexchange.com/navycuckoo

A Bradford Exchange 

Exclusive—Order Now!
Act now to acquire your United States 

Navy Cuckoo Clock for fi ve convenient 

installments of only $39.99, for a total 

of $199.99*. Your purchase is backed 

by our unconditional, 365-day money-

back guarantee. Send no money now. 

Just mail the Reservation Application 

today, or you could miss out! 

*For information on sales tax you may owe to your 
state, go to bradfordexchange.com/use-tax

©2017 BGE      01-26100-001-EIL

United States 
Navy

Cuckoo Clock Eagle emerges on the 
hour to the tune of 
“Anchors Aweigh”

Nearly
2 feet
high!

Neither the Department of the Navy nor any other 
component of the Department of Defense has 
approved, endorsed or authorized this product.

Clock features 
mahogany-toned finish 
and is embellished with 

stars and symbols of 
service

Precision timepiece 
with accurate quartz 

movement and Roman 
numerals

Swinging brass-toned 
pendulum bears a Navy 
emblem and decorative 

weights are shaped 
like anchors

Limited edition 
complete with 
Certificate of 
Authenticity

01-26100-001-E21691

Exclusive
Design
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Sophia Knight gives 100%. I never fail a client. Sophia helps your love problem no mat-
ter how severe. Tired of lonely days/nights? Lost your lover/spouse? Physically/ emo-ter how severe. Tired of lonely days/nights? Lost your lover/spouse? Physically/ emo-

tionally frustrated? Not communicating? (Stops divorce, battered relationships,tionally frustrated? Not communicating? (Stops divorce, battered relationships,
jealousies, cheating, arguing! Stops ex-lovers/spouse from interfering.) jealousies, cheating, arguing! Stops ex-lovers/spouse from interfering.) 

Reunites lover to want only you, with more love, desire, passion, romance immediately. Reunites lover to want only you, with more love, desire, passion, romance immediately. 
Have man/woman you love most. Helps family problems. Letters answered Have man/woman you love most. Helps family problems. Letters answered 

immediately, with love charm/candle. immediately, with love charm/candle. 1786 Union St., San Francisco, CA 941231786 Union St., San Francisco, CA 94123

CALL SOPHIA KNIGHT (310) 204-3773
BRINGS BACK LOVER 1 DAY

CHAT/DATELINES HEALTH/FITNESS

ADVERTISE IN THE #1 

SOCIAL MAGAZINE 

ON THE PLANET!
Reach an audience of more than

4.3 million consumers when4.3 million consumers when

you place your ad with us.you place your ad with us.

To Advertise, Call:

(800) 223-6226

globe@russelljohns.comglobe@russelljohns.com

www.russelljohns.comwww.russelljohns.com

AS SEEN ON

TV

For a FREE brochure call: 

1-877-697-3580

but I’m never alone.
I have I have Life Alert.®

Saving a Life from a potential catastrophe

EVERY 10 MINUTES

Finding Senior Housing 
can be complex, but it 

doesnÕt have to be.

(877) 818-6138

OF INTEREST TO MEN

♥♥♥♥♥
ASIAN WOMEN!  Box 4601GL, Thou-

sand Oaks, CA 91359. (805) 492-8040. 

www.pacisl.com

RELIGION

BIBLE ANSWERS

How can I know God exists?

Visit: verseinthebible.org

Love Psychic 1-212-498-9307
Solves all problems. Guaranteed results! 

Sister Grabel 1-212-470-4494
She will call out your friends/enemies.

Holy Bishop Reunites Lovers!
Solves all! 1-310-633-4592

Psychic Martha 1-347-448-6189
Reunites lovers. Calls Out Enemies! 

Psychic Readings 1-702-764-0962 
Reunites lovers helps all problems! 

Psychic Spiritualist 1-267-730-9232 
Reconnecting soulmates. Removes ALL 

negativity.

7 Free Questions
Mrs. Jane 1-281-5 35-0627

Indian Psychic
Reunites lovers in minutes

FREE LOVE READING! 1-312-933-9950 
Never fails! Reunites lovers immediately.

PAY AFTER LOVER RETURNS
Emergency Solutions

(310) 270-2741

REUNITES LOVE OLGA 1-903-401-7438 
(GIFTED SPIRITUALIST) Solves Problems. 
Fast guaranteed (FREE reading).

Doctor Love 240-496-5832 
Free reading! Solves love problems. 

CHAT/DATELINES

GirlsTalkWild.com

(888) 606-8559

Fun 

Talk, 

Anytime!

ASTROLOGY

REAL PEOPLE, 
      REAL DESIRE, 
               REAL FUN.

Try FREE: 800-945-3147
More Local Numbers: 1-800-926-6000

Ahora español
Livelinks.com 18+

♥♥♥♥♥
ALWAYS FREE! Ladies talk to hot exciting 

local guys. (800) 743-4150. 18+. Guys try it 

free: (888) 360-3339. 

♥♥♥♥♥
SECRET ENCOUNTERS for wild, live con-

nections with exciting local ladies. Try it free!  

(800) 957-8777. 18+.

HEALTH/FITNESS

America’s Premier Mobile 
Medical Alert System.

Whether you’re home 
or away. For safety and 
peace of mind. 

No Long Term Contracts! 

Free Brochure!

1-844-648-2665

No Long Term Contracts! 

PSYCHIC STARS
Live Psychic Readings
Special Offer - $10 for 15 mins

5 Mins Free with 1st Paid Reading

800.886.4520
PsychicStars.com

★★★
FISHMAN VOODOO

AND BLACK MAGIC.

100% REAL. (912) 592-1502.

★★★
Sir Charles

Don’t Cry! Works in 72 hrs
(469) 354-7454

DON’T TELL ME! I’LL TELL YOU!
(Ms. Butler) (843) 332-9602.

LONELY/CONFUSED/UNHAPPY?

(518) 274-0424
Need answers/solutions? Call Jennifer.

COURT CASE SPECIALIST

DALLAS MOORE II
1-786-663-5060

Court cases. Love reunited. Witchcraft roots 

evil spell and hexes removed.

♥♥♥♥♥
HOLLYWOOD PSYCHIC 1-323-466-3684
*Accurate *Honest *Healing

$2/min Credit/Debit/Prepaid

www.TruePsychicReader.com
POWERFUL PSYCHIC 1-877-717-4111

Solves all problems! Free question.

DOROTHY’S READING 1-856-477-2355
Guaranteed help! Free reading today.

CelebrityPsychic.com

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR FIRST TIME CALLERS

Your FUTURE is Waiting…

CALL NOW

800-214-4399

10
MINUTES

for ONLY

$990
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SANTA CLAUS’
TOMB FOUND!

Archaeologists in Turkey say they have found the tomb of 
Santa Claus (left) under the St. Nicholas Church (right)

Jolly ol’ St. Nick’s 
body was stashed
In Turkish church

AN ENVIOUS chimp went ape 

and viciously attacked a zoo-

keeper who got between him and 

his lady! 

Romeo the chimpanzee raged 

when his partner, Juliet, sought 

to smooch employee Sergey 

through the glass of their 

 enclosure at Feldman Ecopark in 

Lisne, Ukraine. 

Eager to end her monkey busi-

ness, furious Romeo began pum-

meling Juliet. 

But when Sergey, who’s looked 

after the pair for six years, tried 

to break up the brawl, the angry 

animal gave him a black eye AND 

chomped off his ear and a few 

fingers! 

“We did our best to save what 

was left,” says Andriy Kozach-

enko, a spokesman for the hospi-

tal that treated the battered and 

bloody worker. 

“When Juliet kissed me 

through glass, Romeo  became 

very angry,” says Sergey, who 

admits he shouldn’t have  entered 

the cage but did  because he 

didn’t want Juliet to be injured. 

“I think he attacked me out of 

jealousy.” 

 Sergey 

F
Saint Nicholas 

 became legendary  
for gift-giving and 

aiding the poor

A 
BUNCH of Grinch-like 
Turkish archaeologists 
claim Santa Claus is 
dead — and they’ve 

found his grave!
Researchers say they’ve 

located the burial place of 
Saint Nicholas in an intact 
temple below St. Nicholas 
Church in the Turkish town 
of Demre, where the saint is 
believed to have been born.

“We have obtained very good 
results, but the real work starts now,” says 
Cemil Karabayram, the director of survey-

ing and monuments 
in Antalya. 

“We will reach the 
ground and maybe 
we will find the 
untouched body of 
Saint Nicholas.”

The fourth-century 
religious figure be-
came legendary for 
his gift-giving and 
assistance to the 

poor, which spawned the 
legend of Santa Claus.

It had long been thought 
Saint Nicholas’ remains 
were smuggled out of the 
area by sailors in 1087, 
well after his death, and 
then buried in Bari, Italy, 

where the St. Nicholas 
Basilica still stands.
But the Turks say Italian 

pilgrims are praying to the 
wrong guy! 

They claim the bones in Bari belong to a 
local priest, not the more famous holy man, 
who is also the patron saint of seafarers.

Geo-radars helped scientists discover the 
below-ground temple, which is blocked by 
stone reliefs and mosaics that will need to 
be preserved during the dig.

But not everyone wants to believe this 
miraculous find.

Carol Myers of the St. Nicholas Center 
— a Catholic institution dedicated to the 
legacy of St. Nicholas — says, “This specu-
lation is very premature,” and insists the 
saint is in Bari “until proven otherwise.”

g y

Romeo’s
savage  

attack left
Sergey 
missing 
fingers!

JEALOUS CHIMP MAULS KEEPER
FOR FLIRTING WITH HIS GIRL! 
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?? ?

?
Answer the clues and place the initials to each answer intoAnswer the clues and place the initials to each answer into the 

?
theAnswer the clues and place the initials to each answer into the 

?
appropriately numbered square to find our mystery celebappropriately numbered square to find our mystery celebrity.

?
WHO AM I?

PHOTO FIND CROSSWORDISSUE #43 SOLUTIONS:

Correct entries must be received by November 13, 2017. Winners will be selected at random on November 14, 2017 at our offices in New York — from all complete entries received by the deadline — and revealed 
in the December 4, 2017, issue. Winners agree to publication and/or display of their name, address, likeness and entry form to be made at GLOBE’s discretion. Multiple entries are permitted, but not more than one 
entry per envelope can be awarded. Answers to this week’s puzzle will appear in the November 6, 2017, issue of GLOBE. No purchase necessary. Open to all U.S. residents 18 years and older. Allow 6-8 weeks to 
receive winnings. GLOBE assumes no responsibility for late, misdirected or lost mail. All entries become the property of GLOBE. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. Void where prohibited by 
law. Any information entrants provide to sponsor may be used to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s or third-party marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded in the form of a check. Check is valid for six months 
from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash check within six months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.

How to enter puzzles and contests:How to enter puzzles and contests:How to enter puzzles and contests:
After you complete a contest, clip out theAfter you complete a contest, clip out theAfter you complete a contest, clip out the After you complete a contest, clip out the 

completed puzzle, write your name, addresscompleted puzzle, write your name, addresscompleted puzzle, write your name, address and andcompleted puzzle, write your name, address and completed puzzle, write your name, address and 

home phone number on it and mailhome phone number on it and mailhome phone number on it and mail your entry  home phone number on it and mail your entry  your entryyour entry

to the address on the right — and be sureto the address on the right — and be sureto the address on the right — and be sure  to the address on the right — and be sure  

to include the contest name on the envelope.to include the contest name on the envelope.to include the contest name on the envelope.

GLOBE
(Contest Name)

P.O. Box 7019 

New York, NY 

10008

CONTEST NAMES:

PHOTO FIND #44
MOVIE WATCH #44
CROSSWORD #44

ONE OF A KIND! #44 
WHO AM I? #44

These GLOBE readers are winners of the following issue 39 contests that appeared Sept. 25, 2017: MOVIE WATCH: Josephine Theaker, Spanaway, WA;  
WHO AM I: Sally Rabquer, Rossford, OH; ONE OF A KIND: Charles H. Young, Elk River, MN; PHOTO FIND: Irene W. LawesWHO AM I: Sally Rabquer, Rossford, OH; ONE OF A KIND: Charles H. Young, Elk River, MN; PHOTO FIND: Irene W. Lawes, Gaylord, MI; CROSSWORD: Carolyn Lamb, Mountain View, WYGaylord, MI;WHO AM I: Sally Rabquer, Rossford, OH; ONE OF A KIND: Charles H. Young, Elk River, MN; PHOTO FIND: Irene W. Lawes, Gaylord, MI; CROSSWORD: Carolyn Lamb, Mountain View, WYCROSSWORD:WHO AM I: Sally Rabquer, Rossford, OH; ONE OF A KIND: Charles H. Young, Elk River, MN; PHOTO FIND: Irene W. Lawes, Gaylord, MI; CROSSWORD: Carolyn Lamb, Mountain View, WYCarolyn Lamb, Mountain View, WY

GLOBE 
WINNERS
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S C R O O G E DS C R O O G E D N O R R I SSolution:  KATHY GRIFFIN

7 & 1  Folk and country singer who won an  
Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor  
for his role in 1958’s The Big Country

5 & 11  Knighted actor who stars as Magneto in the  
X-Men movies and Gandalf in The Lord of the Rings

2 & 6  U.S. singer/songwriter who had huge  
success with his live album, Hot August Night

10 & 4  Game of Thrones is a TV adaptation  
of fantasy book series, A Song of Ice and Fire  
by ___ R. Martin

12 & 13  Persian folktales collection that  
includes the stories of Sinbad the Sailor and  
Aladdin, The ___

8 & 3  Actress sister of Zsa Zsa

9  James Stewart and Grace Kelly thrill in the 
Alfred Hitchcock murder mystery, ___ Window

1. Little Miss Sunshine, 2. Fast Food Nation, 
3. As Good as It Gets, 4. You’ve Got Mail3. As Good as It Gets, 4. You’ve Got MailMOVIE WATCH

WHO AM I?

ONE OF 
A KIND!
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ADVERTISEMENT

NEW YORK, NEW YORK — If life isn’t hard 

enough, now you have to worry about making it to the 

bathroom in time. The feeling of your bladder bursting 

and the down right panic of “not making it” in time can 

be absolutely overwhelming.

Don’t even dare to laugh, cough or sneeze at the 

“wrong” time and when did you start to become scared 

to take a big sip of tea, coffee or water? You’re not alone 

in your battle to control your bladder. According to 

The National Institute of Health, as many as 33 million 

Americans are affected by bladder control issues 

described above.

The Family Secret Even  
the Family Doesn’t Know

“Most people who have overactive bladders choose 

to keep their problem a secret,” says Dr. Tracey Seipel, 

a longtime clinician who is one of the world’s leading 

experts in natural urological healthcare.

“They don’t even tell their spouse or families about 

it. It affects their lives in every way, influencing where 

they go, and even what they will wear in case they have 

an accident.”

A 100% natural, drug-free aid developed by Dr. 

Seipel is now available in a remarkable, fast-acting 

natural formula called UriVarx™ featuring urox. This 

sophisticated patented herbal compound has been 

shown in clinical studies to help improve UriVarx™ 

with reductions in bladder frequency, nocturia (having 

to urinate at night), urgency, and bladder discomfort, 

sometimes in as little as two weeks.

Dr. Seipel’s formula has made a believer out of 

45-year-old, mother of three, Brandy W., from Brisbane, 

Australia. “I had a high bladder frequency as a child,” 

says Brandy, “but my frequency really worsened after 

the birth of my first child.”

A friend told her about Dr. Seipel’s formula. “I was 

finding that although I felt I needed to urinate, I wasn’t 

as desperate to run to the toilet. Now, when I get 

up in the morning,” she adds, “I’m able to make 

the coffee and even have a cup before needing to 

go, which is a great improvement!”

How Does It Work?
“UriVarx™ helps support bladder health 

by revitalizing bladder tone and function, and 

by helping support kidney health,” says Dr. 

Seipel. “UriVarx™ promotes normal urinary 

frequency, and reduces urgency, nocturia and 

those embarrassing, away-from-home bladder 

accidents,” adds Dr. Seipel.

“The compound invigorates the tone of the 

bladder wall, assisting a healthy level of firmness 

by enhancing the bladder’s muscular elasticity. 

This reduces the frequent urge to urinate,” 

explains Dr. Seipel.

Positive Clinical Trial
This natural, drug-free UriVarx™ formula has 

performed well in a clinical study.

In one placebo-controlled, randomized trial, many 

participants saw results in as little as two weeks. But the 

best was yet to come.

Thirty days later 77% of participants were 

experiencing benefits.

Results like these are not surprising to Dr. Seipel who 

single-handedly pioneered the bladder care category in 

the early 2000’s, receiving an award from the prestigious 

US Nutrition Business Journal for her work.

Her patented formula consisting of select, 

synergistically paired botanicals like Crateva nurvala, 

Equisetum arvense and Lindera aggregata, was 15 years 

in the making.

Reduce the Need  
for Adult Diapers

Insiders in the adult diaper industry are keeping a 

close eye on Dr. Seipel’s bladder support breakthrough 

because of people like 78-year-old retired teacher, 

Glenda B. from Gold Coast, Australia.

Glenda wore adult diapers every day to guard against 

accidents. “My bladder capacity was good but the 

leakage and accidents would occur without warning. So, 

I wore them every day,” confesses Glenda.

Since Glenda discovered Dr. Seipel’s UriVarx™ 

formula, you won’t find her shopping in the adult diaper 

section of the store anymore.

Prostate or Bladder? Hard to Tell
Many men confuse the symptoms of overactive 

bladder syndrome with prostate woes.

Dr. Seipel explains, “Prostate enlargement restricts 

urine flow. The bladder compensates for this by trying 

harder and harder to push the urine out.” As bladder 

pressure increases, so does instances of urinary 

frequency and urgency. Long after a man’s prostate 

woes are relieved, he may still experience the same 

symptoms thanks to his now-overactive bladder.

His-and-Her Results
“Because male and female bladders, other than size, 

are identical,” says Dr. Seipel, “the formula works 

equally well for both men and women”.

“It’s a his-and-her formula,” she smiles. David M., 

age 46, can attest to this. “I was having to go to the toilet 

every hour or so and I had to go to the toilet at least four 

times per night.”

Four weeks after starting UriVarx™, David says, 

“My trips to the toilet have definitely reduced and I’m 

having much better sleep, getting up maybe once a 

night.”

How to Get UriVarx™
If you’re ready to alleviate your go-now urination 

urges, and if you are looking for the confidence and 

security that a healthy bladder can bring to your life, 

here’s your risk-free opportunity.

To encourage you to experience the life-changing 

effect UriVarx™ can have, Innovus Pharmaceuticals 

is offering a special introductory discount – but only 

for a very limited time. An order Hotline has been 

set up for local readers. Simply call 1-800-925-2124 

Supplies are limited, so they will only be taking orders 

for the next 72 hours. If you miss this opportunity, 

you may have to wait until the next production run 

in a few weeks. We expect phone lines to be busy, so 

please be patient. Call 1-800-925-2124 today!

A clinically proven and patented breakthrough, now available in the U.S. without a prescriptionÉ

THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FDA. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE. RESULTS MAY VARY. OFFER NOT AVAILABLE TO RESIDENTS OF IOWA.

Amazing Clinical Results

• Reduction in Urge Incontinence• Reduction in Urge Incontinence

• Reduction in Stress Incontinence• Reduction in Stress Incontinence

• Reduction in Urinary Urgency• Reduction in Urinary Urgency

• Reduction in Urinary Frequency• Reduction in Urinary Frequency

• Reduction in Nocturia (bedtime episodes)• Reduction in Nocturia (bedtime episodes)

Patients started seeing results Patients started seeing results Patients started seeing results 

in as little as 2 weeks.in as little as 2 weeks.in as little as 2 weeks.

Finally a clinically proven pill solution to  
ease all your bladder problems.

New Pill Can Relieve the Need for 

Adult Diapers and Padded Underwear
According to Dr. Seipel, Leaking, Squirming, 

Squeezing, and Night Time Bathroom Trips...

Even Accidents Can Now be a Thing of the Past!



FUNNYFUNNY PHOTO PHOTOFUNNY PHOTO QUIZ
WIN

$100

Tell us why these pix DON’T
exactly match and win...

There are three differences between these photos. If you spot 
them correctly — and your entry is the first chosen at random — 
GLOBE will send you $100. Simply identify the three differences 
between the photographs in a letter or postcard and send it to us 
at the address listed in the official rules on page 47. 

GLOBE  
WINNERS

KATHY ESPINOZA of 
Spanish Fork, Utah, is  
the winner of the week 
39 grand prize in the 
Spot the Differences 
contest, and collects 
the $150 award!

It’s the first GLOBE 
win for Kathy, a 
regular reader who 
sometimes enters 
the contests — even 
though her husband 
tells her, “You’ll never 
win,” she laughs. She 
works with an award-
winning child nutrition 
program in the Provo, 
Utah, schools.

To enter this week’s 
contest, see if you can 
find the changes in the 
pictures on page 39, 
and send in your entry 
by the Nov. 13, 2017 
deadline. 
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BIG X SOLUTION FOR WEEK #41

WINNER FOR WEEK #39  Paul Helstowski, St. Francis, Wis.

DID YOU 
GUESS?
The  mystery 
woman on 
page 47 is 
 Jane Fonda, 
Klute star, 
fitness 
 entrepreneur 
and wartime 
 visitor to 
 Hanoi, North 
Vietnam. How 

did you do?
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HOLLYWOOD FLASHBACKCK

THESE OUTLAWS
WERE ANGELS!

COUNTRY music bad boys WILLIE NELSON and WAYLON JENNINGS 

were already pals when they released their 1978 smash Waylon & 

Willie. And this mesmerizing photo — snapped in New York City that 

same year — captures the easy-going magic of their hell-raising 

friendship and music. The album shot to number one, powered by their 

brilliant, self-aware outlaw anthem “Mammas Don’t Let Your Babies 

Grow Up to Be Cowboys.” The hard-partying pair released five records 

together — plus three more as part of The Highwaymen — before 

Waylon’s death from diabetes complications in 2002 at 64. While  

84-year-old Willie has been ravaged by emphysema and pneumonia, 

the Red-Headed Stranger still tours and just released a new album, 

God’s Problem Child. “He’s going out his way,” says an insider, “like the 

warrior he’s always been!” Waylon would be proud!



YES.  Please reserve the jewelry item(s) for me as checked below.   Please reserve the jewelry item(s) for me as checked below.   Please reserve the jewelry item(s) for me as checked below. 

jewelry
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the

P.O. Box 806, Morton Grove, IL  60053-0806P.O. Box 806, Morton Grove, IL  60053-0806

PRIORITY RESERVATION                              SEND NO MONEY NOW

Signature

Mrs. Mr. Ms.Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)

AddressAddress

City                                                                   State              ZipCity                                                                   State              Zip

E-Mail (Optional)E-Mail (Optional)
 E21601 E21601

❑ Forever Hope Crystal Pendant - 01-26145-001 ❑ Forever Hope Crystal Pendant - 01-26145-001 

❑ The Promise of Hope❑ The Promise of Hope

❑ Strength of Hope Bracelet - 01-26849-001 

❑ Ribbons of Hope Watch - 01-21156-001 ❑ Ribbons of Hope Watch - 01-21156-001 

Ring Size______ (if known)

D. “Ribbons of Hope” 
      Watch

• Mother-of-Pearl face

• Sparkling Crystal Ribbons

• Stainless steel stretch band 
and case back

• Precision Quartz Movement

Item No. 01-21156-001...$89*

B. “The Promise of Hope” 
      Ring

• Genuine rose quartz 

• Pink Diamonesk® crystals

• Solid sterling silver 

• Engraved with “Hope”
   and the breast cancer

   awareness ribbon

Item No. 01-23569-001...$119*
Available in whole and half sizes 5-12

A. “Forever Hope” 
     Crystal Pendant

• Over dozen pink
   Swarovski crystals

• Solid sterling silver

• Engraved with “Forever Hope”

Item No. 01-26145-001...$99*

C. “Strength of Hope” 
      Diamond Bracelet

• Cross is set with genuine 
   solitaire diamond

• Genuine leather and sculpted 
   breast cancer awareness beads

• Engraved with “With God All 
   Things Are Possible”

Item No. 01-26849-001...$79*

A portion of the proceeds will 
be donated to support the be donated to support the 
fight against breast cancerfight against breast cancer

M

The Bradford Exchange

     For those facing the challenges of 

breast cancer and the loved ones who 

support them, hope can make all the 

difference. Embrace the power of difference. Embrace the power of 

that that hope when you wear one of these hope when you wear one of these 

inspiring jewelry designs from The inspiring jewelry designs from The 

Bradford Exchange. It is our wish that Bradford Exchange. It is our wish that 

they be worn as a beautiful symbol of they be worn as a beautiful symbol of 

strength and determination. That is strength and determination. That is 

why why a portion of the proceeds from the 

sale of sale of each piece of Breast Cancer 

Awareness Jewelry willAwareness Jewelry will be donated to  be donated to 

help in the battle against the disease, help in the battle against the disease, 

adding to the adding to the over $1,over $1,5500,000 that we 00,000 that we 

have been able to donate, thanks to have been able to donate, thanks to 

the generosity and compassion of our the generosity and compassion of our 

customers.customers.

See more Breast Cancer Awareness Jewelry at: bradfordexchange.com/BCAJewelry

A.

B.

Bracelet Engraving

Pendant Engraving

C.

D.

*For information on sales tax you may owe to your state, go to bradfordexchange.com/use-tax.                                   *For information on sales tax you may owe to your state, go to bradfordexchange.com/use-tax.                                   ©2017 The Bradford Exchange    Printed in U.S.A.   01-26489-001-EIBCMPO©2017 The Bradford Exchange    Printed in U.S.A.   01-26489-001-EIBCMPO

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
To assure a proper fi t, a ring sizer will be sent to you after your reservation has been accepted.

*Plus a total of $9.98 shipping and service per item; see bradfordexchange.com. Please allow 4-6 weeks after 

initial payment for delivery. All sales subject to product availability and order acceptance.initial payment for delivery. All sales subject to product availability and order acceptance.

aking a

Difference
with


